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The Greater Cities Commission respectfully acknowledges the Traditional Custodians 
of the lands and waters of the areas known within our organisation as the Six Cities 
Region. We recognise the unique and diverse cultures within the Six Cities Region 
and the extraordinary spiritual and physical ongoing connections to Country of First 
Nations peoples and their contribution to enrich the broader community.
We embrace the spirit of reconciliation, where First Nations peoples have a 
strong voice in speaking for Country and have access and equity in all aspects of 
community life.
This strategy will influence the public domain located on the traditional lands of the 
Dharug people, who for over 65,000 years have cared for and continue to have a deep 
time connection with Country. Dharug people travelled the ridgelines running through 
this area and camped within the valley. This is where saltwater meets freshwater and 
has been a special place for the custodians of Country. We acknowledge the effects 
of colonisation and development over time on Country and the profound and ongoing 
impact on Dharug people.
We pay our respects to the Elders of this land, past and present and the many other 
Elders who have and continue to reside here, sharing culture and maintaining Country 
for future generations.

Disclaimer: References to First Nations people in this document have been developed without project specific local First Nations consultation.  
The information and recommendations in this document are based on desktop research by a skilled and experienced First Nations led team, previous 
engagement with Traditional Custodians, knowledge holders and First Nations communities across western Sydney that has been undertaken on 
behalf of state and local government agencies by a skilled team of Aboriginal consultants. It is strongly recommended during implementation of the 
Westmead Public Domain Strategy that local Traditional Custodians, knowledge holders and other First Nations stakeholders be engaged to guide 
plans, actions and activities, and identify First Nations cultural places, to incorporate responding to Country principles.
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Westmead is a place for connection, inspiration and collaboration. Celebrating the 
unique qualities and sensitive history of Dharug Country, Westmead seeks to become 
a place of truth-telling and healing. Westmead will attract specialists, researchers, 
health customers, students, entrepreneurs and residents to journey through Country 
under the cooling shade of trees, at the edge of restored waterways, and among the 
flora and fauna of a restored ‘West Meadow’ – Westmead.

The Public Domain Strategy (‘PDS’) for 
Westmead is framed by the Westmead Place 
Strategy (‘WPS’) to be released in 2022. Like 
the WPS, it identifies Westmead’s unique 
Country qualities as a key driver for defining 
place. Westmead’s deep First Nations history, 
poignant colonial heritage and vibrant ecology 
are a living, integral part of its growth  
and success.

The PDS exists as a guide to help council, NSW 
Government agencies, land and place owners 
to deliver on the promise of a ‘District in 
nature’. Whilst the Greater Cities Commission 
(GCC) consulted a range of stakeholders, 
ongoing consultation will continue to inform 
this strategy.

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

Section 1: Executive Summary



Concept visualisation: Toongabbie Creek linear parkland

Concept visualisation: Hawkesbury Road transformation
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PURPOSE

This PDS is designed to realise a ‘District 
in Nature’ – firmly connecting the unique 
economic and innovation potential of 
Westmead and the context of Country. 

Through an integrated public domain vision, 
this Strategy threads together a diverse area, 
stretching from Parramatta North and through 
the Westmead ‘Health Precinct’ to Westmead 
South.

Known collectively as the Westmead Health 
& Innovation District, this District will be 
Australia’s premier health innovation district, 
and a key economic and innovation engine for 
the Central River City. Parramatta North is an 
integral part and key enabler of the District: 
as a site of unique stories, a hub for regional 

start-ups and scaleups, and a cluster for arts 
and culture innovation. The District will also 
energise Westmead South with a diversity of 
employment and educational opportunities, 
enhanced amenity and connected, healthy 
places.

The PDS will define this geography as a 
single entity, connected by nature and by a 
transformative ambition.

PARRAMATTA 
PARK

PARRAMATTA 
CBD

WENTWORTHVILLE

HEALTH  
PRECINCT

WESTMEAD SOUTH 
PRECINCT

NORTHMEAD

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH  
PRECINCT

Scope of study

Section 1: Executive Summary

Westmead Health & Innovation District
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CELEBRATION CHALLENGES
Celebration and challenges

This PDS will demonstrate how Westmead can 
celebrate its existing and proposed assets, as 
well as address a number of challenges. 

Important natural water ways Waterways are difficult to access

Delightful spaces Lack of tree canopy

Undefined connections

Lack of cross points

Natural assets to celebrate

Great streets with potential
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STRUCTURE
Section 1: Executive Summary

Direction 2: Encourage initiatives towards a safe walking and cycling city that is centred on pedestrian and cycleway connections that link to 
wider regional networks and surrounding places of interest.

Direction 6: Intensify commercial and retail uses around transport nodes to provide a more productive economy.

Direction 9: Develop opportunities to celebrate and reinforce Westmead’s history and culture with the protection of heritage places, inclusion of 
cultural and social spaces, and enhancement of significant view corridors.

Direction 5: Protect, enhance existing and grow new employment areas to deliver new commercial floor space capacity with a focus on job 
creation to transform the existing health and education precinct into the Westmead Health and Innovation District.

Direction 7: Drive social connections, cohesion and a sense of community.

Direction 10: Expand the urban tree canopy and create active and connected places that integrate with green infrastructure,  including 
neighbouring waterways and parklands for the enjoyment of the community.

Westmead Place Strategy Direction

The PDS sets out 114 recommended projects that will physically unite these places 
through overarching public domain principles to connect green spaces, celebrate 
waterways and place Country at the heart of a globally-renown identity.

This document steps through:

 Æ a compelling vision to guide the public 
domain developments in the area

 Æ the expected quality, character and function 
of existing and future spaces and streets

 Æ four globally accepted Place Principles that 
can shape Westmead’s public domain

 Æ detailed, site specific approaches to the: 
 – restoration of natural waterways
 – streets of Westmead
 – spaces of Westmead

 Æ responding to Country – a recognition 
of Westmead’s context of Country, and 
proposed actions to ensure Country is 
celebrated in the District.

Relationship to the Westmead Place Strategy

The PDS was developed in close consultation with NSW Government agencies and councils over nine months in 2021–22, coinciding with the 
final stages of the development of the WPS. It is designed to support councils, NSW Government agencies and other community stakeholders to 
take actions set out for them in the WPS.
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PROJECTS

The PDS identifies a number of public domain 
projects at Westmead, articulated across four 
portfolios. Each of these portfolios organises 
the public domain projects against related 
works. 

Implementation

The GCC and its stakeholders recognise that 
planning for the future public domain will be an 
iterative, multi-year process involving a large 
and diverse group of stakeholders. Rather than 
mandate particular actions, the PDS instead 
sets out a common direction for future moves 
in the built and natural environment, with 
multiple projects to achieve a common vision. 

This approach aims to empower stakeholders 
to work together to prioritise planning and 
investment in public domain initiatives, in 
a way that is responsive to the needs of 
communities, while calling out clearly the 
importance of nature and culture to the 
precinct’s identity.

The GCC has begun working with land and 
place owners and other stakeholders at 
Westmead to support this prioritisation. 
Further, the GCC is uniquely placed to act 
as a coordinator of State Government, 

Local Government, community and industry 
stakeholders whose collaboration will be 
required to deliver on public domain and place-
making projects across the District.

The principles identified in the PDS are broadly 
applicable beyond the area considered in this 
document. This reflects the iterative nature 
of placemaking, and the natural evolution we 
expect will occur as the Westmead Health and 
Innovation District encourages collaboration 
across and outside its current informal 
boundaries, with the Parramatta CBD and the 
broader Central River City. The GCC will work 
with stakeholders to adapt the PDS to a wider 
geography, as opportunities arise.

Portfolio Description

Reconnecting Open Spaces

Re-creating Hawkesbury Road

Transforming Streets

Restoring Natural Waterways

A portfolio of projects to create new urban parks in the District, as well as provide for upgrades to 
existing urban parks.

Projects that improve Hawkesbury Road’s pedestrian environment, including a strategic greening of the 
road, proposed new public squares, and initiatives to support a vibrant high street at a future Westmead 
town centre.

Street re-development programs across the District encompassing tree planting, footpath widening, 
pavement treatments, and intersection narrowing to increase pedestrian amenity. 

Projects encompassing rehabilitation projects along the edges of Toongabbie Creek, Finlaysons Creek 
and the Parramatta River, including re-vegetation and stabilisation works, and better human/nature 
interactions at the riverbank through a continuous path for pedestrians and cyclists.
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VISION – 
A DISTRICT IN NATURE

Section 1: Executive Summary

The overarching vision for the public domain of Westmead is that of a ‘District in 
Nature’. 
Design decisions will be informed by this vision, which reflects the NSW Government 
Architect’s Connecting with Country guidelines by considering people and nature 
equally. In this Strategy, this vision is realised through an understanding of the 
historic natural context of Westmead and the natural systems that have shaped its 
development. The following three contexts define the District in Nature.
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River Setting – the defining natural system of Westmead

TRIBUTARIES – CREEKS AND STREAMS

RIVER
HARBOUR AND OCEAN 
BEYOND

FRESHWATER

ESTUARINE

SALTWATER

Westmead’s edges are defined on three sides 
by river settings. 

 Æ the Parramatta River and Domain Creek 
to the east

 Æ Toongabbie Creek to the north
 Æ Finlaysons Creek to the west.

In line with the defining vision of ‘A District 
in Nature’, the PDS will demonstrate how 
Westmead can reconnect with this riverine 
context. 

This setting will define how built form engages 
with the riverine edges, turning to face the 
river setting, and providing transformational 
amenity for people at Westmead:

 Æ providing direct access and views to 
Westmead’s historic waterways

 Æ creating built environments and 
placemaking activations that face the water

 Æ facilitating clear wayfinding through a 
defined identity

 Æ providing connectivity along the river, and 
away from major roads

 Æ to improve wellbeing through a vibrant, 
living connection to Country.
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A Managed Landscape
For millennia, the Dharug peoples carefully 
managed Country including the salt marsh 
Country, rich alluvial soils, woodlands and 
waterways of the region, protected the fresh 
waterholes and the area’s rich biodiversity.

The PDS sets out to contribute to the 
management of the landscape in the following 
ways:

 Æ ‘planting with purpose’ – going beyond 
green to revive an authentic connection to 
Westmead’s rich biodiversity and systems 
of Country, particularly salt marsh Country

 Æ creating a healthy city for people by 
investing in the health of Westmead’s 
Country, and responding to the topography 
– Westmead’s high and low ground – to 
inform placemaking

 Æ investing in resilient, Country-based 
solutions.

Safe and healthy environments are sustained 
through careful management. They become 
cities that dwellers can be proud of, places that 
inspire healthy lifestyles, cultural activations 
and vibrant places for residents and visitors 
alike.

An example of an urban Cumberland Plain Meadow restoration project, NSW 

VISION – 
A DISTRICT IN NATURE

Section 1: Executive Summary
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Re-imagining the ‘Western Meadow’ 

“in our Excursions Inland...we have met with a 
great Extent of Park-like Country and the Trees 
of a moderate Size at a moderate Distance 
from each other, the Soil, apparently, fitted to 
produce any kind of Grain, and clothed with 
extraordinarily luxuriant Grass...”
Source: George Bouchier Worgan, Journal kept on a voyage to New South Wales 
with the First Fleet, with letter written to his brother Richard, 12–18 june 1788

The name Westmead came into use when 
the governor’s domain was first subdivided 
in 1859. The subdivision of the domain was 
completed in 1889. The Northern Meadow and 
Western Meadow of the domain were split off 
and called Northmead and Westmead. 

The PDS re-imagines the ‘Western Meadow’ 
by inserting Water Sensitive Urban Design 
(WSUD) through Westmead – bringing complex 
and biodiverse landscapes into the city to halt 
loss of Country, cool the climate and improve 
people’s well-being and health. 

WSUD will enhance the attractiveness of 
Westmead for residents, visitors, students 
and entrepreneurs alike, and contribute to 
the general improvement of the waterways – 
including helping make the Parramatta River 
swimmable again.
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VISION – 
A DISTRICT IN NATURE

THE RIVER SETTING

RE-IMAGINING THE WESTERN MEADOW

A MANAGED LANDSCAPE

Place Principles 
Page 29

Globally recognised 
principles that make a 
successful public domain

Response to 
Country 
Page 35

Country-centred 
organising principles

District Plan 
Page 47

District Structure 
overview

Strategies  
Page 69

Locally focussed 
strategies for the 
public domain of 
Westmead 

GLOBAL LOCAL

Section 1: Executive Summary



Concept visualisation: Parramatta Park entrance – Helen Street/Park Ave
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“The arrival of the Sydney Metro West will be the catalyst 
for major change, transforming the area with a mix of 
housing types, better public transport, walking and 
cycling connections and thousands of jobs close to homes 
in Western Sydney.” – Rob Stokes, Minister for Planning 
and Public Spaces, 14 December 2020

Section 2: Project Context



PROJECT
CONTEXT
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STRATEGIC 
BACKGROUND

GREATER SYDNEY REGION PLAN

A Metropolis 
of Three Cities
– connecting people

March 2018 
Updated

OUR GREATER SYDNEY 2056

Central City  
District Plan
– connecting communities

March 2018

Greater 
Parramatta and the 
Olympic 
Peninsula

GPOP Our true centre: the connected, 
unifying heart

1 

Section name here

2021 

A 50-year Vision for Greater Sydney’s 
Open Space and Parklands 

A proposed legislative framework 
for Greater Sydney Parklands 
May 2021

Department of Planning, Industry and Environment

White Paper -  
Parklands for 
People

www.dpie.nsw.gov.au

A Metropolis of Three Cities

This Strategic plan was created under 
EP&A Act. Metropolis of Three Cities 
the region plan for Greater Sydney 
is built on a vision of three cities. 
Parramatta is identified as the Central 
River City; one of the three cities of the 
metropolis. 

Central City District Plan 
Strategic plan

This strategic plan was created under 
EP&A Act. Greater Parramatta – the 
metropolitan centre – is the core of 
the Central River City and Central 
City District. Parramatta North, 
encompassing the Cumberland 
Precinct, is intended to complement 
the roles of Westmead and the 
Parramatta CBD.

Greater Parramatta and the 
Olympic Peninsula

This Strategic plan created by the 
Greater Sydney Commission, and 
authored by the Greater Sydney 
Commission. This document positions 
the Greater Parramatta and the 
Olympic Peninsula as Sydney’s 
economic centre, taking in the  
Health Precinct.

Open Space

This policy created by DPE, outlines 
a 50 year vision for Greater Sydney’s 
Open Space and Parklands, including 
Centennial Parklands, Callan Park, 
Parramatta Park, Western Sydney 
Parklands and Fernhill Estate. The 
agency will also care for a future 
parklands estate of new iconic parks 
to meet the open space needs of a 
growing city.

Parklands for People

The final 50-Year Vision for Greater 
Sydney’s Open Space and Parklands 
imagines the future of Greater Sydney’s 
numerous and diverse outdoor spaces 
and parklands.  Greater Sydney’s 
abundance of parklands is a legacy of 
good decision making over many years 
and we are building on that legacy, 
creating a city in a park of a growing
city.

Greater Sydney Commission Department of Planning, Industry and Environment

A draft framework for understanding the value of 
Aboriginal knowledge in the design and planning of places

BETTER PLACED

Issue no. 01— 2020 
Draf t for discussion

SPATIAL FRAMEWORK AND PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES
SYDNEY GREEN GRID

DISTRICT

29
TYRRELLSTUDIO

PLACED

BETTER 

An integrated design policy for the  
built environment of New South Wales 

PLACES

GREENER 

Establishing an urban Green Infrastructure  
policy for New South Wales 

Draft for discussion

DRAFT
GREENER

PLACES
DESIGN

GUIDE
Open Space for Recreation 

Urban Tree Canopy  
Bushland and Waterways

Issue no. 04 — 2020 
Draft for discussion

Draft Connecting with Country

This Draft Policy is a framework for 
developing connections with Country 
to inform the planning, design, and 
delivery of built environment projects 
in NSW. It is intended to help project 
development teams – advocating ways 
they can respond to changes and new 
directions in planning policy relating to 
Aboriginal culture and heritage, as well 
as place-led design approaches.

Sydney Green Grid

This policy document, created by 
GANSW, has identified a network of 
high-quality green space that connects 
town centres, public transport hubs, 
and major residential areas. Known as 
the Sydney Green Grid, it is an integral 
part of the Greater Sydney Region and 
District Plans. 

Better Placed

This policy establishes a baseline 
of what is expected to achieve good 
design, across all projects in NSW.  
Better Placed establishes the value 
of good design, and identifies key 
concepts, good process, and objectives 
for good design outcomes.

Greener Places

Greener Places is a Green 
Infrastructure policy produced by the 
Government Architect NSW to guide 
the planning, design and delivery of 
Green Infrastructure in urban areas 
across NSW. 

Draft Greener Places Design 
Guide

The Draft Greener Places Design Guide 
framework provides information on 
how to design, plan, and implement 
green infrastructure in urban areas 
throughout NSW. The draft guide 
provides a consistent methodology 
to create a network of green 
infrastructure.

Government Architects NSW

Strategic policies and guidelines

The Westmead Public Domain Strategy is 
consistent with NSW Government policies and 
strategic priorities. The documents indicated here 
are important strategy and policy documents that 
ensure alignment across all levels  
of government.

Section 2: Project Context
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Westmead 
2036 Draft 

Place 
Strategy

December 2020

Prepared by Urbis for DPIE Precinct Development

WESTMEAD 
HEALTH AND 
INNOVATION 
DISTRICT

AUGUST 2020
Prepared for DPIE Precinct Development, 
in consultation with NSW Treasury and NSW Health

DRAFT ECONOMIC AND 
INNOVATION LAND USE 
FRAMEWORK

Westmead Place Strategy

The Westmead Place Strategy sets the 
vision and planning framework for land 
in Westmead, Parramatta North and 
the WHID, including a structure plan 
demonstrating how land use, public 
domain improvements and future 
development will deliver this vision. 
The Westmead Place Strategy has a 
Ministerial 9.1 Direction which requires 
any future rezoning to be consistent 
with the Place Strategy. 

Westmead Innovation District 
Draft Economic and Innovation 
Land Use Framework

The primary aim of this Draft Economic 
and Innovation Land Use Framework, 
created by DPIE Precinct Development, 
is to provide an evidence base that will 
direct and support the mix of uses that 
will ultimately be incorporated into 
the WHID.

Westmead Health Core Master 
Plan Design Report

The high-level aim of the Framework 
created by Health Infrastructure NSW 
is to guide development and provide a 
structure to accommodate upcoming 
projects and future development on 
the site with an agreed approach 
between the WSLHD and the SCHN.

Westmead Innovation District: 
Building Western Sydney’s job 
engine Strategic Vision

This vision document, commissioned 
by the Westmead Alliance, aims to fill 
Western Sydney’s growing population 
growth job-deficit by attracting 
new investment to Westmead and 
transforming it into a world renowned 
innovation District. 

Parramatta Light Rail 
TREE OFFSET STRATEGY
Version 06  |  27 August 2021

Sydney  
24-hour Economy 
Strategy
NSW Treasury 
September 2020

Guide to Urban Cooling 
Strategies

This document provides practical 
guidance for built environment 
professionals and regulatory agencies 
seeking to optimise development 
projects to mitigate urban heat island 
effects in major urban centres, across 
a range of climates in Australia.

Parramatta Light Rail Tree 
Offset Strategy

The Parramatta Light Rail Tree Offset 
Strategy will see at least 3,500 new 
trees planted over four years in local 
streets, parks and reserves, as well as 
along the light rail corridor. Transport 
for NSW will continue its collaboration 
with City of Parramatta Council on the 
delivery of this strategy.

Sydney 24-hour Economy 
Strategy

This document sets out a vision of a 
vibrant, diverse, inclusive and safe  
24-hour economy across Greater 
Sydney, and sets out a unified plan 
for the NSW Government, councils 
and industry to collaborate to deliver 
this vision.

Others

Westmead
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STRATEGIC 
BACKGROUND

Section 2: Project Context

Your Parramatta Park 2030
Conservation Management Plan  

and Plan of Management

Overview

Community  
Infrastructure 
Strategy
July 2020

PARRAMATTA  
BIKE PLAN 

CITY OF PARRAMATTA  //  MAY 2017 

City of Parramatta 
Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy

The strategy puts in place 
the thinking, planning and 
actions to ensure that the City 
grows economically, while also 
creating vibrant, smart, resilient 
neighbourhoods, and great 
places to play.

Parramatta Ways

Parramatta Ways is a Strategic 
plan to improve walkability 
across Parramatta. Walkability 
is a measure of how pleasant 
and attractive an area is to walk. 
Internationally, it is recognised 
as one of the key aspects that 
make a city liveable. 

Parramatta Community 
Infrastructure Strategy

This Community Infrastructure 
Strategy outlines City of 
Parramatta Council’s (Council) 
long term direction for 
community infrastructure 
provision. The Strategy focuses 
on community infrastructure 
over which Council has primary 
responsibility, or has chosen to 
play a role in delivering, or seeks 
to advocate for on behalf of the 
community.

Parramatta Bike Plan

This Bike Plan supports the 
City of Parramatta’s Vision 
to be Sydney’s Central City, 
sustainable, liveable, and 
productive. 

Your Parramatta Park

Your Parramatta Park 2030, is 
a policy created by Parramatta 
Park Trust that establishes the 
direction for the Park to 2030. 
As a combined document, 
Your Parramatta Park 2030 
creates a single framework 
that ensures all aspects of the 
Park’s heritage significance are 
considered in the Park’s ongoing 
management, operations and 
activation.

Our Living River

To progress the Parramatta 
River Catchment Group (PRCG) 
mission to make the Parramatta 
River swimmable again, the 
PRCG aims to deliver the 
following strategic actions under 
five key pillars of responsibility: 
Planning, Coordination, 
Advocacy, Communications and 
Engagement and Monitoring and 
Reporting.

City of Parramatta

PARRAMATTA
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN

2011

City of Parramatta Council

Public Domain Guidelines

This document provides design 
strategies, technical guidelines and 
materials palettes for streets and 
public spaces in the City of Parramatta. 
The document aims to coordinate 
materials and design and constructions 
standards across the LGA.

Parramatta DCP

The purpose of this DCP is to 
supplement the Parramatta LEP 2011 
and provide more detailed provisions 
to guide development. Under Section 
79C of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979, Council 
is required to take into consideration 
the relevant provisions of this DCP 
when determining an application for 
development.

City of Parramatta
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Cumberland 2030:  
Our Local Strategic Planning Statement

FEBRUARY 2020

CITY COUNCIL
CUMBERLAND

Cumberland 2030: Our Local 
Strategic Planning Statement 

Cumberland 2030: Our Local Strategic 
Planning Statement provides strategic 
direction and a coordinated approach 
to effectively manage growth and 
development in the Cumberland area. 
It sets a land use vision and structure 
plan and identifies priorities and 
actions to support the vision.

The LSPS was prepared in close 
collaboration with the Greater Sydney 
Commission through their assurance 
program to ensure it, and other 
strategic work, is aligned with the 
Central City District Plan.

Cumberland Open Space and 
Recreation Strategy 2019-
2029

The Open Space and Recreation 
Strategy 2019 to 2029 provides 
Cumberland City Council with a ten 
year direction for open space, sport 
and recreation services and facilities.

The Strategy’s guiding principles, 
strategic directions and actions 
focus on achieving social inclusion, 
connectivity, health and well-being, 
increased sport and recreation 
participation and social and 
environmental sustainability within 
Cumberland.

Cumberland Urban Tree 
Strategy 2020

Cumberland City’s Urban Tree 
Strategy provides a strategic and 
coordinated approach to managing 
Cumberland’s tree population. The 
Strategy provides a strategic and 
coordinated approach to managing 
Council’s tree population over 10 
years and is supported by a short 
term action plan.

The objectives of the Urban Tree 
Strategy are to:

1. Increase community knowledge 
and appreciation of trees

2. Maintain and protect existing 
trees

3. Align with regional strategies 
to strengthen green corridor 
connections.

Cumberland Biodiversity 
Strategy 2019

The Strategy provides a framework 
for managing biodiversity over 
a ten-year period. It presents 
information about the importance 
and values of biodiversity. It sets 
the vision and identifies objectives 
and actions for future biodiversity 
management in three Key Focus 
Areas:

1. Community awareness, 
engagement and action

2. Habitat connectivity and 
condition

3. Planning and innovation.

Benchmarking Heat Across 
Cumberland Council 

This document reports on 
microclimatic variation across 
the LGA of Cumberland Council. 
During the summer of 2018/19, 
more than 1.4 million individual 
measurements of air temperature 
were recorded at 97 locations in 
and around the LGA. This data 
was used to: 

1. Generate the first microclimate 
maps for Cumberland Council

2. Assess the spatio-temporal 
dynamics of heatwaves in the 
area, and

3. Develop a ranking matrix for 
the microclimate under street 
trees.

The analysis provided in this report 
offers “real-world” information to 
better plan, prepare and respond 
to increasing urban heat in the 
future.

Cumberland City Council
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GOVERNMENT 
PROJECTS

Westmead to Carlingford Light Rail 

Sydney Metro West 

The Parramatta Light Rail will connect Westmead to Carlingford via 
the Parramatta CBD and Camellia with a two-way track spanning 
12 kilometres, and is expected to open in 2023. The route will link 
Parramatta’s CBD and train station to the Westmead Health & 
Innovation District, Cumberland Hospital Precinct, CommBank Stadium, 
the Camellia Town Centre, the new science, technology and innovation 
museum Powerhouse Parramatta, the private and social housing 
redevelopment at Telopea, Rosehill Gardens Racecourse and three 
Western Sydney University campuses.

By 2026, around 28,000 people will use Parramatta Light Rail every day 
and an estimated 130,000 people will be living within walking distance 
of light rail stops.

Construction will be completed in 2024.

This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will transform Sydney 
for generations to come, doubling rail capacity between the two CBDs, 
linking new communities to rail services and supporting employment 
growth and housing supply. The project is expected to create about 
10,000 direct and 70,000 indirect jobs during construction.

Sydney Metro West is a new 24-kilometre metro line with stations 
confirmed at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, North 
Strathfield, Burwood North, Five Dock, The Bays, Pyrmont and Hunter 
Street in the Sydney CBD.

Construction started on Sydney Metro West in 2020.

Section 2: Project Context
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Parramatta North

Health Precinct

Westmead South

The Parramatta North Precinct is a 42 hectare urban renewal 
initiative which focuses on many projects aimed at delivering the NSW 
Government’s vision for the WHID.

Key features of the program include:

 Æ new mental health facilities
 Æ 530,000m2 of gross floor area comprising a mix of education, 
research, commercial, cultural, community and residential 
development including key social and community infrastructure

 Æ enhancing the precinct’s significant collection of heritage, cultural 
and environmental assets

 Æ creating exceptional liveability, sustainability and place outcomes, 
with strong connections to nearby transport, parklands and local 
services.

The New South Wales Government is accelerating development at 
what is already one of Australia’s largest health and research zones, 
establishing Westmead Health and Innovation District as a global centre 
for new discoveries, commercialisation, treatment, education, and 
training.

With a focus on innovative models of health care enhanced by emerging 
technologies, data analytics and industry partnerships, Westmead will 
house new industries and research partnerships that deliver jobs for 
NSW and better medical care for the world.

By 2036 the number of full-time staff will increase to more than 50,000 
and the number of students will expand to more than 10,000.

Located south of the railway, Westmead South offers the opportunity 
for a walkable neighbourhood providing more housing choice and 
diversity, with an urban village at its heart and excellent public transport 
connections.

Following the finalisation of the Westmead Place Strategy, Cumberland 
Council is in the early stages of detailed planning for Westmead South.
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PRIVATE 
PROJECTS

Westmead Private Hospital 

The private hospital residents will provide access to new and improved 
medical facilities with construction beginning on the next expansion of 
Westmead Private Hospital.

The works are stage three of a planned four-stage development, and 
once complete will provide two additional operating theatres, 13 
consulting suites, 28 additional beds and the upgrade of two Cardiac 
Catheter Laboratories.

Charter Hall Innovation Quarter

The Innovation Quarter (iQ) brings together world class research and 
Australia’s leading businesses, innovators and academics to solve 
today’s global challenges.

The development comprises 43,000sqm of mixed use research, health, 
commercial and retail space across three state-of-the-art towers. Within 
each building, large and flexible floorplates will offer a variety of office 
configurations, while future-proofed technology will support a forward-
thinking workforce. The east and west towers will share a central square, 
lined with cafés, restaurants, bars, and boutiques – an expansive open-
air lifestyle destination for Westmead.

Section 2: Project Context
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Westmead Catholic Community project

In response to the rapid growth of the westmead area, the catholic 
diocese of parramatta has announced westmead catholic community 
project. This exciting project will explore the possibility of an expanded 
parish church and more opportunities for families to access a high-
quality catholic education.

The Westmead Catholic Community Project will mean more 
opportunities for the schools and parish to partner with other 
institutions such as the University of Sydney, Western Sydney University, 
Westmead Hospital and Westmead Children’s Hospital as part of the 
NSW government’s redevelopment of the Westmead Health Precinct. 
The initiative is all part of the way that Catholic Education Diocese of 
Parramatta is seeking to transform schools to meet the needs of the 
21st century learner.

Westmead Shopping Village

In 2018 plans were submitted with the City of Parramatta Council to 
redevelop the property on the corner of Railway Parade and Ashley 
Lane into a part four-storey, part 16-storey complex connected by an 
air-bridge.

The proposed development will have 97 hotel rooms across levels four 
to eight, and 33 residential units between levels nine and 15 of the taller 
block.

Communal gardens with barbecue pavilions, garden pergola spaces will 
form part of the residential component on level eight. There will also 
be a supermarket, associated bottle shop and three retail tenancies 
on the upper ground floor, as well as medical and commercial space 
on level two spread across the shorter block. The existing Westmead 
Tavern business will continue to operate along with eight other food and 
beverage tenants set to create a dining precinct on the first floor.

Westmead Rise

Described as “a master-planned residential community unlike anything 
Western Sydney has ever seen”. Stage 1 – Westmead Highline is 
completed of this major development on Hawkesbury Road. 
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CONTEXT

LEGEND

Great West Walk

Great West Walk Local Loops

Redbank Track

Governor Phillip Walk

Regional Bike Trails

On-Road Bike Trails

Off-Road Bike Trails

Key Pedestrian Spine

Existing River Crossing

Existing Pedestrian Underpass

Active Transport Links 

Transport Links 

LEGEND

Existing Train Stations and Network

T-Way Stations and Network

Local Bus Network
Light Rail

Major Transport Interchange

Section 2: Project Context
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Activation

Heritage
Note: Aboriginal cultural places have not been included 
in this map, as detailed cultural mapping in partnership 
with the local Aboriginal community is yet to take place.

LEGEND

Primary and Secondary Education 

Tertiary Education

Health and Research 
Mixed use (biomedicine, translational 
research, advanced manufacturing 
and commercial
Mixed Use (health focus)

Arts, civic and cultural facilities 

Mixed Use (retail, commercial and resi)

Mixed Use (university and research focus)

Charlemont 
Basketball Court

Bankwest Stadium

Mays Hill Tennis Court

Parramatta 
Aquatic and 
Leisure Centre

Gateway

Parramatta CBD

NORTHMEAD

WESTMEAD

PARRAMATTA 
NORTHCONSTITUTION 

HILL

WENTWORTHVILLE

SOUTH 
WENTWORTHVILLE

MAYS HILL

LEGEND

Local Heritage Item

State-listed Heritage Items

National-listed Heritage Items

State-listed Heritage (Open Spaces)

World Heritage Listed

Heritage Item (to be investigated)

Site of 10 Convict Hut

Wistaria Gardens

Dairy Precinct

Old Government House

NORTHMEAD

WESTMEAD

PARRAMATTA

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

CONSTITUTION 
HILL

WENTWORTHVILLE

SOUTH 
WENTWORTHVILLE

MAYS HILL
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CONTEXT
Open Space

1
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29
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16 37
32

7

5
6

14

3

23

19

4
25

24

11

LEGEND

PUBLIC PARKS

1 Parramatta Park

2 Lytton Street Park

3 Milson Park

4 Kilppert Park

5 Northmead Dog Park

6 Burlington Memorial Park

7 Belmore Park

8 Jones Park Parramatta

9 Howe Street Park

10 Pye Street Park

11 Pitt Park

12 Irwin PI Park

13 Sydney Smith Park

14 Shannons Paddock

15 Aquatic Leisure Centre

PUBLIC GARDENS

16 Wistaria Gardens

17 Ernie Quinn Village Green

18 Wentworthville Community Gardens

19 Arrunga Gardens

RESERVES

20 Pemulwuy Reserve

21 Austral Avenue Reserve

22 M J Bennett Reserve

23 Parabianga Reserve

24 Yana Yirabana Reserve

25 Alice Watkins Reserve

26 Ollie Webb Reserve

27 Allen Brierely Reserve

28 Bridge Road Reserve

SQUARES/PLAZAS

29 Prince Alfred Square

30 Centenary Square

PLAYGROUNDS

31 Ollie Webb Reserve Playground

32 Castle Street Playground

33 Sydney Smith Park Playground

34 Jones Park Playground

35 Domain Creek Playground

36 Paperbark Playground

CEMETERIES

37 St Patricks Cemetery

38 St John’s Cemetery

39 Mays Hills Cemetery

NORTHMEAD

WESTMEAD

PARRAMATTA

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

CONSTITUTION 
HILL

WENTWORTHVILLE

SOUTH 
WENTWORTHVILLE

MAYS HILL

Section 2: Project Context
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Section 3: Place Principles

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

“Evidence from around the world for building cities 
and regional areas around public open space, active 
recreation areas, green streets, and walking and cycling 
infrastructure, has repeatedly demonstrated this approach 
will deliver improved health, social cohesion, vibrant local 
economies, productivity, and environmental benefits.” – 
Draft Greener Places Design Guide,  
Government Architect NSW



PLACE
PRINCIPLES
Globally relevant principles that guide the desired outcomes 

for successful urban places
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Section 3: Place Principles

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

01 Biodiverse, resilient and adaptable

Inter-connected and 
extensive urban tree 

canopy

Prioritise planted surface 
over hard or lawn

Biodiversity through 
diverse, native species 

selection

Integrated WSUD in  
streets and parks

Selection of climate 
change resilient species

Sustainable and recycled 
hard materials

PLACE PRINCIPLES
“As half of the world’s population now live in urbanised areas, and this continues to increase, the international community has come to recognise that 
our urban areas play an important role in biodiversity conservation. Urban areas and biodiversity can interact successfully and cities are now seen as 
part of the solution to stem the global loss of biodiversity” – draft Greener Places Design Guide – Government Architect NSW
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02 Connected

To new and existing  
district wide networks

To adjacent assets and 
neighbourhoods

To public transport

Smart City connectionsInternal journeys to 
encourage walking, 
cycling and respite

Green infrastructure 
connections aligned 

to Green Grid

“Providing a public open space network that encourages residents to be physically active and connect with the natural environment is an overriding 
objective of planning. Providing recreation that are green and connected to nature is still a primary driver of planning.” – draft Greener Places Design 
Guide – Government Architect NSW
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Section 3: Place Principles

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

03 Healthy, diverse and activated

Views and connection to 
nature improves well being

Diversity of character Diversity and flexibility  
of uses

Be beautifulSupport activated  
building edges

Support art and culture  
in the landscape

PLACE PRINCIPLES
“Diversity of public open space is an important part of contributing to a sense of place within urban environments and for supporting local character... 
People connect with nature through sport, recreation, education, bushwalking, volunteer activities, and health-related activities.” – draft Greener 
Places Design Guide – Government Architect NSW
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04 Safe and Inclusive

Enables a 24-hr usage Well lit and creative  
use of light

Clarity of wayfinding

Inclusive for all Cultural safety through 
truth telling

“For the community, accessibility is more than being within a certain distance of an open space. Barriers such as road corridors, railways, unsafe 
areas, drains and waterways can create disadvantages for some residents.” – draft Greener Places Design Guide – Government Architect NSW
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Section 4: Responding to Country

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

“An Indigenous or Aboriginal world view suggests there 
are limitations imposed by an entirely human-centred 
approach to design.”  
Draft Connecting with Country Framework,  
Government Architect NSW



RESPONDING 
TO COUNTRY
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Section 4: Responding to Country

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

RESPONDING TO 
COUNTRY
BACKGROUND

The Westmead Health & Innovation District is 
on the traditional lands of the Dharug people 
who have a continuous ongoing custodial 
obligation and connection to Country that 
spans thousands of years. The creation of 
Country, and everything within the natural 
environment, forms First Nations deep 
connectedness and age-old cultural practices 
that are embedded within the First Nations’ 
landscape.

For the Dharug people, Country defined all 
aspects of community and culture. Embedded 
in the landscape are stories that guided 
behaviours, lore, travel routes, resource uses, 
ceremony and deeper spiritual knowledge.

Songlines connected to other places across 
Australia guided travellers from other First 

Nations through Dharug Country safely, 
following strict protocols on approaching 
Country and interacting with the Custodians.

The Country that forms the District is defined 
by waterways that frame it to the north and 
east and by two ridgelines running north to 
south. Early records show the upper reaches of 
the Parramatta River with open banks and long 
grasses, suggesting the presence of saltmarsh 
and rush and sedge wetland communities, 
with eucalypts and casuarinas scattered along 
the water’s edge. Along the creeks and the 
ridgelines that framed the valleys the trees 
grew more densely, creating forest habitats. 
This was Country managed and cared for 
by First Nations people, healthy, diverse, 
and home to an abundance of birdlife and 
terrestrial and aquatic animal life.

The fresh waters that run down from the 
Hornsby Plateau flow along Darling Mills Creek 
and Toongabbie Creek join together at the 
confluence to form the Parramatta River. The 
freshwater flows southward around the river 
bends for little more than a kilometre before 
it begins to mix with tidal salt water flowing in 
from the ocean. The eels for which Parramatta 
is named migrated between the sea and the 
fresh water of the river, travelling to the river’s 
headwaters at the confluence. The joining 
of the salt water and fresh water inscribes 
meaning in Country, bringing people together 
at this place of merging.

The Government Architect NSW’s draft 
Connecting with Country Framework 
stresses the need to think differently about 
Country, in particular to move away from the 
traditional approaches of prioritising people 
and their needs over nature and  
non-human uses. 

In ‘human centred’ design, non-humans 
and Country are represented in a hierarchy 
below the human. In ‘Country Centred’ 
design, humans, non-humans and Country 
and represented as equals, supporting each 
other and intrinsically linked. 

This approach has been taken in the 
development of this strategy and its 
response to the context and Country of 
Westmead and in particular its relationship 
to the rivers and creeks of Westmead and 
beyond.

Diagram from Government Architect NSW draft Connecting with Country Framework, adapted 
from German architect Steffen Lehmann, Eco v Ego diagram 2010
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“Country” (capital C) has a specific and significant 
meaning for Aboriginal peoples. In the Aboriginal 
sense of the word, Country relates to the nation or 
cultural group and land that we belong to, yearn 
for, find healing from and will return to. However, 
Country means much more than land, it is our place 
of origin in cultural, spiritual and literal terms. It 
includes not only land but also skies and waters.

Country incorporates both the tangible and the 
intangible, for instance, all the knowledges and 
cultural practices associated with land. People are 
part of Country, and our identity is derived in a large 
way in relation to Country.
—Dr Danièle Hromek, Budawang/Yuin, Researcher and spatial 
designer, 2019 from the Government Architect NSW’s draft 
Connecting with Country Framework.
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UNDERSTANDING 
COUNTRY
A COUNTRY CHARACTERISED BY 
RIDGELINES AND WATERWAYS
Westmead is geographically divided into two north/ south ridgelines that 
were heavily forested prior to colonisation and overlooking valley areas 
with substantial waterways. The PDS considers the response to Country 
from these perspectives. These defining features of Country will be 
incorporated into the public domain.

These landscapes are significant to Dharug people and other First 
Nations peoples who travelled across Country using viewpoints to look 
across the ridges and into the valleys to identify campsites, shelter 
and food and water resources. As they travelled through Country, First 
Nations people recognised natural markers within the landscape using 
songlines to guide them on their journey. 

Dharug people and other Nations visiting the area have walked these 
ridgelines and valleys for thousands of years, creating pathways that are 
often now major roads.

The waterways in the Westmead PDS area are significant as this is 
where fresh water meets salt water, with an abundance of varied 
resources that were used and sustained by Dharug people and other 
visitors to the area. Waterways and the land around them have been 
places of significance for First Nations people for millennia. Depending 
on the location and available resources, waterways have been used as 
camping places for clans or smaller family groups, providing a source of 
water, food and other resources.

Country has been impacted by colonisation and 
development for over two centuries, creating 
trauma in the landscape and for the Dharug 
people who have the custodial role to care 
for Country. Diverse, strong, and connected 
First Nations communities have established 
their families in this area over generations 
and while their connection to Country may 
exist elsewhere, they care for this Country 
as home. The colonial and recent history of 
the Parramatta North Precinct is a place of 
incarceration and institutionalisation; as such, 
these places places hold histories of trauma 
that continue to impact First Nations other 
people and communities today

Through the PDS there are opportunities to 
respond to Country. Regeneration of green 
zones to reflect Country in its natural form 

can create spaces for Traditional Custodians 
to regain access to Country and continue their 
cultural practices, while maintaining Country 
for the broader community to have access to 
and appreciate. These spaces may be in the 
more natural areas around water or where 
green space is or is planned for in the public 
domain. Planting of native vegetation across 
the strategy area that reflects bush foods 
and medicines traditional to the area can be 
incorporated.

Naturalising and restoration of the river, creeks 
and wetlands to their more natural forms, 
incorporating native vegetations to restore or 
create habitats for fauna and water-life, will 
help to heal Country. Having the Traditional 
Custodians involved in these activities will 
enable them to reconnect with their custodial 

role to care for Country and support the 
process of healing Country.

It is important to acknowledge Country and 
Dharug stories, where appropriate, in the 
built environment, especially along known 
traditional travel corridors and other places in 
the public domain.

Public acknowledgement and responsive 
design in the open space network and the built 
environment can respect Country and tell the 
stories of the Dharug’s peoples ongoing and 
deep time connection as well as more recent 
layers of connection and history of other First 
Nations peoples residing in this place.

DESIGN RESPONSES TO COUNTRY
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River

Creek
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A – Heal Country

 Æ consider holistic Catchment and sub catchment systems
 Æ restore waterways and associated salt marsh Country
 Æ facilitate public access and walking Country
 Æ connectivity and interconnectedness to be prioritised
 Æ revive/maintain habitat + ecosystems through caring for Country. 

Our focus:

 Æ celebrate the natural edges of the District
 Æ create healthy systems
 Æ heal through repair, restoring, revegetating
 Æ facilitate better connections.

B – Supporting water systems – blue and green infrastructure 
initiatives for the District’s streets and spaces

 Æ retro-fitting existing streets and spaces and creating new public 
infrastructure that embeds Country into the public domain

 Æ prioritise a naturalised response to water on Country
 Æ recommended 40% target canopy cover
 Æ WSUD interventions – to slow water movement, to hold, cleanse and 
allow infiltration, and to mitigate urban heat island effects.

 Æ responsive, site specific interventions; for example streets parallel to 
low ground used for street-based swale systems, removing concrete 
channels, mini “wetlands” at base of sloping streets

 Æ District permeability – slowing the movement of water, allowing it to 
infiltrate, re-establishing nature’s functions.

RESPONDING TO 
COUNTRY

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

WATERY PLACE 
(LOW GROUND)
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D – Meeting places and gathering points

 Æ Toongabbie – meeting of the waters
 Æ Waters – fresh, salty, estuarine
 Æ arrival points and gateways
 Æ natural edges.

Our focus:

 Æ to create a circuit of places for people to meet and gather beside 
water and along ridgelines

 Æ reveal the natural meeting points and celebrate the unique Country
 Æ to create places for the community to connect with Country and heal.

C – Re-creating the high street

 Æ key movement corridors centred along the ridgeline – Hawkesbury 
Road, Bridge Road, Darcy

 Æ transport connections and interchange celebrate vistas across 
Country

 Æ key public spaces – sequence, distribution, stopping and movement
 Æ connectivity – bridging, joining, linking.

Our focus:

 Æ re-creating Westmead’s “high street” along a key ridgeline
 Æ establishing a circuit of places – responding key public functions 
and points.

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH

THE RIDGELINE 
(HIGH GROUND)

CONFLUENCE
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CUSTODIANSHIP 
AND CARE
Understanding people and stories

Traditional Custodians have cultural responsibility for caring for Country. Country holds creation 
stories, songlines, lore and the spiritual knowledge that has been passed on generation to 
generation over centuries. The impact of dispossession and loss of Country has created deep 
trauma for Dharug people. Within the boundaries of the Westmead PDS some of the areas are the 
earliest impacted by colonisation.

The British colonists followed the Parramatta River along its length from the harbour to the 
head waters and beyond within the first year of invasion. By 1791 the British had established 
a settlement at Parramatta (Rose Hill) which soon expanded to the Country lying between 
Toongabbie Creek and the Parramatta River, that we now know as Westmead.

Within that first year over 130 acres of this Country were stripped of trees so that 13 large huts 
could be built to house the British. Writing of this time the colonial authorities stated that, “… the 
natives were very angry at so many people being sent to Rose-Hill… wherever our colonists fix 
themselves, the natives are obliged to leave that part of the country.”

Since settlement there have been places of further impacts for First Nations peoples, through 
being institutionalised in, or affected by the Parramatta Female Factory, Parramatta Gaol and the 
Parramatta Lunatic Asylum, all of which created additional trauma.
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CREATE ACCESS
Responding to people and stories

Healing Country and incorporating custodianship into Westmead’s public domain will support  
First Nations peoples to heal from historical trauma and the impacts of colonisation.

Opportunities to support the healing process may include:

 – a physical link across the Parramatta River between the North Parramatta Precinct and the 
Health Precinct has potential to represent bridging past trauma to a journey of healing

 – in consultation with First Nations communities, creating an opportunity to walk Country and 
connect to a place or places of healing

 – provide truth-telling opportunities to support those affected by past historical experiences to feel 
heard and to heal

 – facilitate spaces for reflection and healing located in the Health Precinct, along or near the river 
or creeks or in a natural bushland setting

 – supporting First Nations people to share story through signage, artworks or gardens in the 
public domain

 – creating opportunities for First Nations people to share hopes and aspirations for the future.
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CELEBRATE WATER 
ON COUNTRY
The waterways in the strategy area are integral 
to Country. The waterways hold stories of the 
landscape, fauna and water-life that exist 
and are integral to the Dharug tangible and 
intangible connection to the natural world.

Bringing back the natural character of the 
water, especially salt marsh Country, in 
consultation with Traditional Custodians 
will regenerate Country and for stories to be 
shared, across the District.

The retention or inclusion of natural vegetation 
will maintain and attract fauna and water- life 
back into the natural habitat, all of which are 
connected to stories within the landscape of 
the waterways.

Water on Country Principles

 – allow the natural character of water to define 
the District

 – heal Country by restoring natural vegetation 
and habitats

 – give water space through a generous natural 
corridor

 – prioritise maintenance and care of water
 – embed WSUD to ensure clean water on 
Country.

Connecting people with water

Waterways have long provided places for 
Dharug people to camp in small family groups 
or clans, gather or hunt for food and resources, 
share stories and participate in ceremony. 
The loss of Country through colonisation, 
dispossession and development has had a 
profound impact on the Traditional Custodians. 
Custodians have a cultural responsibility to 
care for Country and due to colonisation, 
dispossession and development have been 
unable to meet this obligation and this has 
had a profound effect on wellbeing and ability 
to practice culture. Access, reconnection and 
respectful use of water can assist Traditional 
Custodians, the broader First Nations 
community and Country to heal.

Connecting with water principles

 – the District should turn to address and face 
the waters edge and all its beauty

 – prioritise access to water for caring for 
Country and cultural practice

 – create opportunities for truth telling along 
water corridors

 – create places for reflection and healing near 
water

 – building edges and built form at the creek
 – edges should be sympathetic through 
building setbacks and respectful treatment 
of water.
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Responding to Country Principles

The below principles for responding to Country 
have been developed based on desktop studies 
and community engagement in various areas 
across western Sydney. These principles 
provide a foundation for how to respond to 
Country and each principle should incorporate 
engagement with local Traditional Custodians, 
knowledge holders and other First Nations 
stakeholders if not stated within the principle:

 – incorporate a First Nations consultation with 
Traditional Custodians, knowledge holders 
and other First Nations stakeholders across 
all forthcoming place-based strategies and 
detailed area investigations at Westmead

 – connect pathways linking green spaces and 
along waterways

 – consider the needs of Elders and people with 
disabilities in the planning process

 – cultural infrastructure including facilities 
and outdoor spaces for practicing culture on 
Country for cultural gathering

 – cultural design through architecture, urban 
design and landscaping to reflect local 
Country and culture through working with 
Traditional Custodians and Knowledge 
Holders in alignment with the Government 
Architect NSW’s draft Connecting with 
Country Framework.

 – embed opportunities for truth telling through 
public art, signage, language and naming in 
the built environment

 – native vegetation and bush medicines 
throughout green spaces are recommended

 – maintain or create habitat to encourage 
fauna and water-life to remain or return.

Implementing responding to Country

It is strongly recommended during 
implementation of the Westmead PDS, local 
Traditional Custodians, knowledge holders and 
other First Nations stakeholders be engaged 
to guide plans, actions and activities to 
incorporate responding to Country principles.

First Nations stakeholders may include  
(but are not limited to) the following:

 – Traditional Custodians
 – Native Title holders or claimants
 – cultural knowledge holders
 – relevant Local Aboriginal Land Council
 – Elders and Elders Groups
 – other First Nations groups who have 
connection with institutions mentioned in the 
strategy

 – First Nations workers in the local health 
district

 – First Nations workers in local government
 – First Nations individuals who live, work, study 
or have an interest in the area

 – First Nations women’s, men’s or youth 
groups

 – First Nations artists or artists groups.
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DISTRICT 
PLAN



Creek confluences

Creeklines and waterways

Parks and Reserves

Civic Space

Open Space

Tree canopy

Schools

Rail line

Lightrail line and stop

Proposed Metro

On-road cycleway

Governor Phillip Walk

Regional trails – Great West Walk 
and Redbank Trail

Hawkesbury Road

Valley Streets

Mini-wetlands

Water Boulevards

Park edge and park entry streets

Front yards

Bridge Road

Boundary

DISTRICT PLAN
WESTMEAD – A DISTRICT IN NATURE
Westmead will be re-imagined through green 
infrastructure. A network of green and blue spaces 
will provide a range of benefits to the District and its 
surrounds, including: 

 Æ recreation, amenity and healthy living
 Æ reducing flooding
 Æ cooling the urban environment
 Æ encouraging walking and cycling
 Æ enhancing biodiversity and ecological 
resilience

 Æ connecting with Country.

Northmead

Toongabbie  
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

Mother Teresa 
Primary School 

Western Sydney 
University  
Westmead 

Westmead 
Public School 

Finlaysons 
Creek 

Health Precinct

Austral Ave 
 Reserve

M J Bennett Reserve

Westmead Station

Westmead Metro 
Site Development

Sydney Smith 
Park

LRLR

Unnamed  
Creek 

Milsons Park 

Sydney Smith 
Park

5
6

6

6

31

7

19

20

8

9

10

11

12

14

13

17

18

4

30

2

1

Proposed open space

1. Toongabbie Creek/Parramatta River Green Space
2. Toongabbie Creek Park
3. The Confluence
4. Westmead Water Plaza
5. Innovation Precinct green link.

Upgrades to existing open space

6. Milson Park – including improvements to the creek 
confluence areas, where Finlaysons Creek meets Toongabbie 
Creek and Unnamed Creek meets Finlaysons Creek

7. Unnamed Creek – including upgrades to the existing 
Greenlink (between Alexandra Ave and Austral Ave)

8. Austral Ave Reserve
9. M J Bennett Reserve
10. Sydney Smith Park
11. Gateway Park
12. Institute Reserve.

Transforming Hawkesbury Road 

13. Hawkesbury Road
14. Westmead Metro Plaza.

Upgrades to existing Hawkesbury Road civic spaces

15. Westmead Childrens Hospital Plaza
16. Helen Street Pocket Park
17. Railway Parade Station Plaza upgrade
18. The Oakes Centre Upgrade.

Improved connections and crossings

19.  New crossing to facilitate walking connection along 
Unnamed Creek and onto Toongabbie Creek

20.  Improved crossing of Mons Road to facilitate walking 
connection to Toongabbie Creek.

Existing tracks and trails

21. Great West Walk
22. Redbank Trail
23. Governor Phillip Walk.

Park entry street connections

24. Railway Parade
25. Queens Rd
26. Caroline St
27. Helen St
28. Jessie St
29. Hainsworth St.

New bridge crossings

30. a series of new and improved bridge crossings to facilitate 
connections whilst also enabling connections to existing 
tracks and trails including the Redbank Track and the Great 
West Walk.  
This includes: 
a new and improved bridge across Toongabbie Creek linking 
the District and Northmead;a series of new bridge crossings 
surrounding ‘The Confluence’; and a number of new bridges 
crossing Parramatta River, creating a stronger connection 
between Parramatta North and Westmead.

Riparian Corridor

31. investigate potential link through ‘Unnamed Creek’ to 
connect open spaces.
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DISTRICT PLAN
OPEN SPACE NETWORK

Proposed open space, including the creation of a series of new water’s edge 
destinations and spaces

1. Toongabbie Creek/Parramatta River Green Space – a diverse range of 
spaces should be created along the creeklines. These should vary in scale 
and function. All spaces should engage with the water’s edge setting and 
include opportunities for truth-telling and healing

2. Toongabbie Creek Park – a significant new natural space connecting the 
creek to the heart of the WHID.

3. The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space celebrating this 
unique part of Country

4. Westmead Water Plaza
5. Health Precinct green links
6. reservation for future ‘Kids Way’.
 
Upgrades to existing open space

7. Milson Park
8. Unnamed Creek – including upgrades to the existing Green Link  

(between Alexandra Ave and Austral Ave)
9. Austral Ave Reserve
10. M J Bennett Reserve
11. Sydney Smith Park
12. Gateway Park
13. Institute Reserve
14. Parramatta North public open spaces and amenities
15. Parramatta North ‘Heritage Core’. 

Proposed Hawkesbury Road civic spaces

16. Westmead Metro Plaza. 

Upgrades to existing Hawkesbury Road civic spaces

17. Westmead Childrens Hospital Plaza
18. Helen Street Pocket Park
19. Railway Parade Station Plaza upgrade
20. The Oakes Centre Upgrade. 

Riparian Corridor

21. investigate potential link through ‘Unnamed Creek’ to connect open spaces.
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DISTRICT PLAN
PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE NETWORK

Austral Ave 
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Across the District seven key initiatives are proposed to transform pedestrian 
and cycle connectivity. These are:

1. transforming Hawkesbury Road into the District’s vibrant ‘high’ street
2. streetscape upgrades to create a cool, walkable street network
3. making Toongabbie Creek and Parramatta River accessible for all
4. re-connecting South Westmead to Toongabbie Creek through the creation 

of a continuous, publicly accessible shared path following the path of 
Unnamed Creek and its existing chain of parks (Refer to p.113 ‘Public 
Domain Strategies - Re-Connecting Westmead’s Open Spaces’ section for 
specific detail and proposals)

5. re-connecting the ‘high’ street (Hawkesbury Rd) and the ‘low’ ground – 
the District’s waterways and parks

6. re-establishing the District’s relationship to Parramatta Park
7. a series of new bridge crossings to facilitate connections whilst also 

enabling connections to existing tracks and trails including the Redbank 
Track and the Great West Walk. This includes: 
a new bridge across Toongabbie Creek linking the District and 
Northmead;a series of new bridge crossings surrounding ‘The 
Confluence’; and a number of new bridges crossing Parramatta 
River, creating a stronger connection between Parramatta North and 
Westmead.
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GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
TARGETS
A clear set of metrics to guide the design of the public 
domain at Westmead.

Green infrastructure is fundamental to 
creating a high quality of life and is important 
in creating a region that is climate resilient 
and adaptable to future needs. The Greener 
Places draft policy is based on a green 
infrastructure framework which has key 
components:

 Æ Bushland and Waterways – delivering green 
infrastructure for habitat and ecological 
health

 Æ The Urban Tree Canopy – delivering 
green infrastructure for climate change 
adaptation and resilience

 Æ Parks and Open Space – delivering green 
infrastructure for people. 

Green infrastructure adopts a more integrated 
approach to the design of landscape and 
infrastructure in order to create ecologically 
healthier, greener and more viable urban 
landscapes.

Source: draft Greener Places Design Guide, 
Government Architect NSW

Reduced urban heat island 
Opportunities:

 Æ project surface area should be 
compromised of elements that reduce 
impact of the heat island effect

 Æ maximise tree canopy cover to provide 
shade to paved surface areas

 Æ maximise planted areas within the station 
precincts

 Æ prioritise groundcover planting over turf 
and lawn

 Æ maximise materials with lighter colour and 
higher albedo effect

 Æ provide water elements (misting and/or 
water features) to improve station plaza 
micro-climates

 Æ maximise opportunities for passive 
watering for landscape areas.

Canopy cover 
Opportunities:

 Æ maximise tree canopy cover to provide 
shade to paved surface areas and footpaths

 Æ streetscape tree planting should achieve 
continuous canopy cover over pedestrian 
zones.

Permeable surfaces 
Opportunities:

 Æ prioritise planting over permeable 
pavements

 Æ WSUD elements should be an integral part 
of streetscape design

 Æ maximise opportunities for passive 
watering for landscape areas. 

Water collection and re-use 
Opportunities:

 Æ WSUD elements should be an integral 
part of streetscape design to achieve 
targets for minimising stormwater runoff to 
surrounding creek catchments

 Æ further detailed investigations will need 
to be undertaken to refine the strategic 
approach.

Ecological restoration 
Opportunities:

 Æ native species to constitute at least 75% 
of groundcover planting

 Æ native species to constitute at least 75% 
of street tree planting

 Æ planting compositions and specific plant 
species should be used to reinforce the 
specific character of the existing setting

 Æ planting should be used to define the 
overarching identity and character of the 
public realm

 Æ planting should be biodiverse, seasonal and 
floral

 Æ planting should contribute to WSUD, urban 
cooling and well-being.

Westmead Public Domain Strategy



75% COOL SURFACES 
(materials and shade)

ALL STREETS TO HAVE 
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Five SPECIES/m2 
of planting
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Section 6: Parramatta North

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

Parramatta North is a distinct, yet integral part of the 
Westmead Health and Innovation District. Parramatta 
North brings to the District a unique identity and heritage, 
a hub for regional startups and scaleups and a cluster for 
education, arts and cultural innovation. This PDS reflects 
the work led by the NSW Department of Planning and 
Environment (DPE), in consultation with land owners and 
community members at Parramatta North. It defines the 
area as a synergistic, connected and contiguous precinct, 
in line with the Westmead Place Strategy.



PARRA 
MATTA 
NORTH
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Section 6: Parramatta North

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

BACKGROUND

Situated on the traditional Country of the 
Dharug people, by the Parramatta River, a 
vibrant new precinct is taking shape.  

Parramatta North is a whole-of-government 
precinct that will provide a diversity of 
education, research, commercial and 
residential outcomes and deliver important 
social and community infrastructure in support 
of the innovation, jobs and skills growth of 
the Westmead Health and Innovation District 
(WHID).  

Parramatta North will be key to the District’s 
24-hour economy and is unique in its potential 
to deliver social and cultural assets needed to 
boost the vibrancy of the District.  

From Parramatta North come compelling 
stories honouring its history from the time 
of First Nations peoples to the present day.  
The stories of Parramatta North date back 
thousands of years for First Nations people, to 
whom it remains a site of immense cultural 
meaning. The precinct also includes colonial 
heritage buildings, some dating back to the 
1820s, that are listed on the National Heritage 
Register, including the Female Factory.

Alongside this complex of colonial buildings, 
there is a tragic history of incarceration and 
trauma for generations of women, including 
First Nations women, which continues to 
impact families and communities to this day. 

This restoration and activation offers an 
opportunity through truth-telling to contribute 
to the healing of people and Country. 

Work is already underway on a 10- year 
program to develop an arts and cultural hub. 
Conservation, maintenance and upgrades to 
heritage buildings and two hectares of open 
space are all part of transforming Parramatta 
North into a place of discovery, opportunity, 
reflection and experience. 

PARRAMATTA 
PARK

PARRAMATTA 
CBD

WENTWORTHVILLE

WESTMEAD SOUTH 
PRECINCT

NORTHMEAD

HEALTH  
PRECINCT

WESTMEAD HEALTH & INNOVATION DISTRICT

PARRAMATTA 
NORTH  
PRECINCT
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Section 6: Parramatta North

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
OBJECTIVES
Public Domain Objectives
DPE has undertaken significant work, and consulted land owners and stakeholders, to facilitate Parramatta North’s 
renewal. This PDS recognises the land use and structure planning, and consideration of landscape and public 
domain principles, that has already begun. 

This PDS sets out the overarching public domain principles and objectives that this process has identified, without 
recommending detailed public domain projects at Parramatta North, as it does in other parts of the District. Public 
domain initiatives will instead be detailed in a separate public domain strategy for Parramatta North, which will 
respond to the area’s unique identity, history and heritage assets, and reflect consultation with its land owners and 
First Nations and other community members.
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Section 6: Parramatta North

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Public Domain
Parramatta North will deliver:

 Æ 17 hectares of enhanced public spaces, riverfront and activated 
streets

 Æ 2.5–5 hectares of development-related publicly accessible areas 
within the planned university campus.

Key public domain principles

1. celebrate the Three Waterways: Orientate landscape and built 
form towards the three waterways

2. establish Parallel Green Spines: Establish two North-South 
parallel green spines within Cumberland East and Cumberland West

3. modulate the built form edge along the riparian corridor: 
Modulating the building along the riparian corridor to embrace the 
amenity of riparian corridor with landscape podiums/courtyards 
overlooking the river.

Parramatta North public domain objectives

The following have been identified as overarching objectives that will 
inform public domain actions at Parramatta North.

 Æ create a publicly accessible environment, where streets and 
the public domain play a shared role, and sustain retail and 
entertainment activities, seven days a week

 Æ protect and enhance riparian corridors, open space, and environment 
assets, increase the tree canopy and foster sustainability outcomes

 Æ deliver a series of publicly accessible and interconnected, high-quality 
spaces (inside and outdoors) that integrate that integrate Parramatta 
North, the Parramatta River and Parramatta Park

 Æ protect view corridors towards the Parramatta River and heritage 
buildings

 Æ acknowledge that some green targets may not be achievable in the 
interests of maintaining and upgrading heritage assets

 Æ acknowledge stories and support healing of Country through  
truth-telling.

 Æ create spaces for interpretation and design for truth-telling about the 
institutionalisation within the precinct.
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3. a potential ‘green boulevard’ through Cumberland West, connecting 
Parramatta Park to the green boulevard, co-existing with principle 
built form (3).

 
Upgrades to existing open spaces are also proposed. Works would 
include retrofitting green infrastructure including WSUD interventions 
and additional tree planting, whilst also upgrading park amenities and 
assets. Existing open spaces identified include:

4. Parramatta North public open spaces and amenities 
5. Parramatta North ‘Heritage areas’.

The three public domain principles at Parramatta North will be further 
explored in a forthcoming public domain strategy for the area. These 
maps illustrate how these principles may support the interaction 
between Parramatta North and the remainder of the District.

Open space opportunities that connect Parramatta North to the 
riverside parks may involve:

1. The Toongabbie Creek to Parramatta Park Linear Green Space 
2. Parramatta North ‘green links’ to Darling Mills Creek and Parramatta 

River, including a proposed new bridge crossing over Parramatta 
River, near Wisteria Gardens (2)
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Section 6: Parramatta North

Westmead Public Domain Strategy

PUBLIC DOMAIN

The place where the three waterways, Parramatta River, Toongabbie 
Creek and Darling Mills Creek converge is an important feature of 
Country. There is an opportunity to create a unique place-based outcome 
to celebrate the importance of water and Country. This would need to be 
done in consultation with the Traditional Custodians of the area.

THE CONFLUENCE
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Opportunities to celebrate the three rivers may involve:

1. the Toongabbie Creek to Parramatta Park Linear Green Space 
and VRZ 

2. opportunities for interpretation and design for truth-telling to create 
a healing walk 

3. support continuous access to ‘Confluence-to-Parramatta North’ 
connection, including a crossing point and the activation of public 
links between the green spaces 

4. three bridge connections over the Parramatta River at the 
Confluence, Bridge Road and near Wistaria Gardens to the 
Heritage Core.
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Opportunities to connect Parramatta North to the rest of the District 
may include:

1. the extension of Hawkesbury Road, including a bridge crossing and 
pedestrian link over the Parramatta River

2. a key public and active transport spine at Bridge Road, supporting 
public space uses.
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Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 
STRATEGIES
Four overarching strategies guide and inform each decision made about precincts 
public domain. These strategies were developed in response to the features of 
Country – its high and low areas, rivers, creeks and streams and its flora and fauna 
and how the residents, visitors and workers of the District will benefit from this 
connection to nature.  

01
Restoring the natural waterways – rivers, 
creeks and streams – of the District to 
heal country

02
Transforming streets to improve 
walkability – cool, green and active 

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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03
Re-creating Hawkesbury Road – 
transforming it into the District’s vibrant 
High Street

04
Re-connecting Westmead’s open spaces
 



RESTORING 
THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS

Concept illustration: Toongabbie Creek  

New viewing 
locations

Connection to existing 
tracks and trails



Weed removal

Healing through 
Country walk

Continuous access along 
the creekline

Restoration of native 
vegetation

New places to dwell, engage and 
to heal with the water’s edge

Creation of habitat 
features
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS

The natural waterways including the Parramatta River, the creeks and streams are the District’s 
most defining natural features. Toongabbie Creek forms the meandering northern edge of 
the District; while Finlayson, Unnamed and Domain Creeks run from their associated valleys, 
drawing their cooling, green corridors across the District. These important green corridors link 
and connect surrounding natural features and provide peaceful, tranquil settings amidst the 
surrounding urban environment. 
 
The proposals and recommendations for the District’s waterways are to: 
 
Restore native ecologies and creek functions

 Æ increase ability for people to engage with nature
 Æ improve conditions for aquatic life
 Æ create connected ecological corridors
 Æ design for community participation in restoration and stewardship
 Æ support layers of habitat (tidal/wet + ground cover + canopy). 

Increase access to and along the creek

Public access is a primary objective of restoration, connecting the public to the creek edge and 
along the creek. 

The connection to and along the creek should prioritise a legible and accessible path for 
pedestrians and cyclists of all abilities. The considered design of access to the corridor and to 
nature is a key opportunity for education related to our natural systems and impacts of the urban 
environment on these natural systems, including climate change.

 Æ increase ability for people to engage with water
 Æ increase visual connectivity to water from surrounds
 Æ create a continuous and legible access route
 Æ increase connectivity across the waterways
 Æ provide safe + welcoming connections that encourages dwelling
 Æ enhance connectivity with local streets, facilities, neighbourhoods and green spaces
 Æ ensure equal access for people of all ages and abilities. 

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Continuous access along 
the creekline

Clear, legible connections 
to the creek edge

New places to dwell and 
engage with the water’s 

edge

Restoration of native 
ecologies and habitat

Concept illustration: Toongabbie Creek  
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS

Objectives

 Æ protect and revitalise riparian corridors by restoring and re-vegetating 
to repair riparian ecological processes and improve water quality

 Æ create healthy habitats for animals and aquatic life by restoring and 
re-creating habitats 

 Æ create and repair links between habitats (new and existing)
 Æ create public access along and to the creeks.

Creek typologies

The District includes a number of stream typologies as per the Strahler 
stream classification system. A range of projects are proposed to restore, 
rehabilitate and reconstruct the natural waterways of the District. These 
include:

Creek restoration and revegetation

1. Toongabbie Creek
2. Unnamed Creek (Milsons Creek)
3. Parramatta River.

Creek reconstruction/naturalisation

4. Finlaysons Creek – re-store/re-naturalise the creekline
5. Domain (South Westmead) – chain of ponds/mini-wetlands systems 

(Parramatta Park).

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
Toongabbie Creek – existing conditions

Toongabbie Creek

 Æ 3rd order stream – 30m Vegetated Riparian Zone (VRZ)
 Æ length – 9km
 Æ tributaries 
(left) – Coopers, Finlaysons, Pendle, Girraween, Blacktown 
(right) – Northmead Gully, Burra.

Freshwater flows from the headwaters sheltered within the tall forests 
high up on the Hornsby Plateau Crestwood Reserve and Baulkham 
Hills). The creek meanders and winds silently beneath the canopies of 
enormous Turpentines, Blackbutt and Forest-Oak. Its course is shaped 
by the surrounding geology and topography. Over time it also shapes its 
surroundings, it gradually inscribes its path through golden sandstone, 
grey shale and brown clay soil, it deposits sand, silt and river pebbles, 
and it polishes. rocky platforms. Smaller streams and watercourses 
join its path – Coopers, Finlaysons, Pendle, Girraween, Blacktown, 
Northmead, Burra until at last it meets Darling Mills Creek at the 
Confluence. 

Finlaysons 
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

Un-named Creek 

Parramatta 
River 

Darling Mills Creek 

Toongabbie Creek 

The  
Confluence 

Diagram: Existing creekline 

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Images:

1. from Mons Road bridge – the large rock shelves 
line the creek channel

2. from Mons Road bridge
3. adjacent to Redbank School – open water – 

peaceful, tranquil
4. aquatic life
5. The Confluence
6. creek edges – often thick with foliage, limiting 

public access.

1.

2.

3. 4.

5. 6.
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
Toongabbie Creek
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Diagram: Toongabbie Creek 
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Guidelines

Restore native ecologies and creek functions

1. establish Vegetated Riparian Zone (VRZ)  – 30m from top of stream 
bank

2. undertake streambank rehabilitation, including weed removal, 
revegetation with native species and stabilisation works (where 
necessary)

3. re-create aquatic habitat features 
4. create habitats for animals and aquatic life by restoring and re-

creating habitats
5. creating new habitat on site such as freshwater wetland areas and 

open water zones to encourage aquatic species such as frogs

6. installing selected habitat features such as designed ‘bat flaps’ 
habitat for microbats

7. installing new hollows for birds, possums and other similar species
8. create biofilters on the development edges along the length of the 

riparian zones.
 
Public access – increase access to and along the creek

9. create public access along the creekline by installing “light-touch” 
boardwalk structures that minimise impacts to the riparian 
environment

10. create a series of public spaces along the creek, for seating and 
recreation, and to enable healing walks through Country, including 
the creation of Toongabbie Creek Park as a significant new park 
space associated with the creek corridor.

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Toongabbie Creek

Vegetated Riparian Zone

1. re-vegetate the riparian buffer (to increase plant 
density)

2. habitat for wildlife (turtles, bats, insects, frogs)
3. wildlife corridor
4. create a biofilter (e.g. filter strip, swale) on the distal 

edge of the riparian buffer.

Creek channel

5. shade the waterway channel – protect and re-
establish shade trees in the stream-side zone

6. re-create aquatic habitat features such as placing 
logs and branches within the creek channel.

Stream bank

7. weed removal
8. line the stream bank with wet-dry tolerant plants 

(sedges and other plants).

Section: Toongabbie Creek proposed restoration and public access 
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
Unnamed Creek – existing conditions

Diagram: Existing creekline 

Existing conditions

Unnamed Creek is categorised as a  1st order stream, as per the Strahler 
stream order classification system. Its source point is located within 
South Westmead, with its natural course following a relatively straight 
path north before joining Finlaysons Creek at Milson Park.

Unnamed Creek is predominantly an invisible creekline, with its natural 
drainage functions diverted below ground into a series of pipes and 
culverts; only occasionally does it re-surface. Its condition varies along 
the length of its course and can be divided into the following parts:

 Æ the source – the stream begins in the valley of South Westmead, 
in the low-lying M J Bennett Reserve. It is then piped beneath Church 
Ave into Austral Avenue Reserve

 Æ “Green Link” – from Austral Avenue Reserve through to Alexandra 
Ave the streams course is marked by a narrow reserve with public 
access

 Æ at Alexandra Ave water is diverted into a large concrete culvert 
beneath the railway corridor

 Æ between the rail corridor and Darcy Road the creek re-surfaces and 
is expressed as a vegetated channel, at times this vegetation is quite 
dense and heavily treed

 Æ at Darcy Road it is then once again chanelled below ground, re-
emerging on the northern edge of Westmead Private Hospital within 
Milson Park

 Æ Unnamed Creek joins Finalysons Creek at Milson Park which joins 
Toongabbie Creek and ultimately  Parramatta River.

It is important to note that the width of existing open space associated 
with the creekline varies considerably along its length.

Finlaysons 
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

Un-named 
Creek 

Milson Park

Mother Teresa 
Primary School

Austral Avenue Reserve

Green Link

M J Bennett Reserve

Confluence 
with Finlaysons 

Creek Parramatta 
River 

Darling Mills Creek 

Toongabbie 
Creek 

The Confluence 

3

2

1
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Section 03: Unnamed Creek (Green Link) – existing condition

Section 02: Unnamed Creek – existing condition

Section 01: Unnamed Creek – existing condition
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
Unnamed Creek

Section 02: Proposed creekline restoration 

Unnamed Creek 
Channel (width varies)

Stream bank

Vegetated riparian zone (VRZ)
10m
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Guidelines

“Name the Creek”

 – investigate the history of this creek to determine if it has been named 
throughout its history. 

“Re-surface” the creek and restore creek functions and ecologies to 
create a “Living Stream”

 – establish the Vegetated Riparian Zone (VRZ), following the Office of 
Water guidelines, this should be 10m from the top of the stream bank 
in sections of the creek where the width is available. In constrained 
sections of the creek, for example the existing ‘Green Link’, the 
extent of the VRZ should be expanded to the maximum extents of the 
existing available public open space. In future development scenarios 
open space should be expanded to include the 10m VRZ

 – undertake best practices in living stream construction and river 
restoration techniques

 – re-create aquatic habitat features

 – create habitats for animals and aquatic life by restoring and re-
creating habitats

 – undertake weed removal and revegetation with native species and 
stabilisation works (where necessary)

 – create biofilters on the development edges along the length of the 
riparian zones.

 
Public access – increase access to and along the creek. 

 – clearly define public access
 – create public access along the creekline by installing “light-touch” 
boardwalk structures that minimise impacts to the riparian 
environment.

Note: Refer also to strategies outlined in “Re-connecting Westmead’s 
open spaces”. Specifically, re-connect South Westmead to Toongabbie 
Creek through the creation of a continuous, publicly accessible shared 
path following the path of Unnamed Creek and its existing chain of 
parks. 

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Section 03: Proposed ‘Green Link’ 

Unnamed Creek

Vegetated Riparian Zone

1. re-vegetate with riparian species
2. install habitat features for wildlife  

(turtles, bats, insects, frogs)
3. additional tree planting.

Creating public access

4. elevated board across riparian planting.

Vegetated riparian zone (VRZ)

To full width of existing ‘green link’

1 2

3

4



TRANSFORMING 
STREETS

Clear, legible street 
crossings

Retro-fitting green 
infrastructure

Expanded footpaths 
for walking and 

cycling



Additional street tree 
planting to create 

continuous shaded 
passages across the 

District

Diverse understorey 
planting to create 

additional habitat for small 
birds and insects

Making crossing easier 
by re-configuring 

intersections and giving 
priority to pedestrians at 

street corners
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TRANSFORMING STREETS 

Objectives

To make the District’s streets “cool, green and active” encouraging 
more walking and cycling.  
 
A range of transformations, from small to large, are proposed to ensure 
streets are accessible, safe, legible and comfortable for all people 
regardless of age or ability. 

Making it easier for all pedestrians

 Æ expanding space for pedestrians and cyclists
 Æ making crossing easier by re-configuring intersections and giving 
priority to pedestrians at street corners

 Æ creating greener, cooler streetscapes. 

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

 Æ creating a network of WSUD interventions to capture, cleanse and 
slow-down stormwater runoff prior to it entering the District’s natural 
waterways 

 Æ prioritise biodiverse planting in street verges over turf and lawn. 

Creating leafy streets

 Æ provide a continuous, interconnected urban tree canopy by protecting, 
maintaining and enhancing the existing urban canopy. In the majority 
of streets throughout the District this will involve significant new tree 
planting

 Æ tree planting to be set within deep soil zones
 Æ diverse, understorey plantings should be prioritised over turf
 Æ tree planting strategies and vision for each council area can be found 
in the Cumberland City Council’s “Urban Tree Strategy 2020” and City 
of Parramatta’s “Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2017”.

Street typologies

A series of street typologies are proposed for the District, each 
responding to the distinct existing topography of the setting. These 
typologies include the retro-fitting green infrastructure, street tree 
planting and expansion of space for pedestrians and cyclists. The 
typologies are:

1. valley streets
2. water boulevards
3. mini wetlands
4. Toongabbie Bio-filter
5. park edge streets
6. primary park entry streets.

Note:

 Æ further detailed investigation and examination will need to be 
undertaken to refine the strategic approach to green infrastructure 
and WSUD interventions. These may include flood, traffic/transport 
and parking studies.

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Finlaysons 
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

1

1
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Diagram: Street typologies

Parramatta Park

3
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Parramatta North Precinct

Health Precinct

Westmead South Precinct
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Finlaysons 
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

South Westmead

1. Alexandra Ave
2. Grand Ave
3. Moree Ave
4. Austral Ave
5. Church Ave
6. Fenwick Place
7. Curtin Place
8. Jessop Place
9. Euralla St
10. Nolan Cres
11. Bernard St
12. Whitworth St
13. Anderson St
14. Broxbourne St
15. Houison St
16. Booth St
17. Telfer Place
18. Joyner St
19. Good St
20. Cotsworld St
21. Ralph St
22. Pye St
23. Mowie St
24. Priddle St
25. Bailey St

North Westmead

26. Railway Parade
27. Queens Rd
28. Caroline St
29. Helen St
30. Jessie St
31. Hainsworth St

Creating leafy streets

 Æ provide a continuous, interconnected urban tree canopy by protecting, 
maintaining and enhancing the existing urban canopy. In the majority 
of streets throughout the District this will involve significant new tree 
planting

 Æ tree planting to be set within deep soil zones
 Æ diverse, understorey plantings should be prioritised over turf
 Æ tree planting strategies and vision for each council area can be found 
in the Cumberland City Council’s “Urban Tree Strategy 2020” and City 
of Parramatta’s “Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2017”.

1
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12 13

14 15
1617
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31

TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Valley Streets

Valley streets run perpendicular to the contours, they are often steep 
streets running up and down the District’s distinctive topography. 
Existing streets will be retro-fitted with additional native tree planting 
and biodiverse understorey and verge planting. Footpaths will be 
expanded to create additional space for pedestrians and cyclists, as 
well as seating areas to provide rest points. 

 
Guidelines

Making it easier for pedestrians

 Æ expanded footpaths to create additional space for walking and cycling
 Æ re-configuring intersections, giving priority for pedestrians crossing.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

 Æ convert 20% of existing street parking spaces into green space, to 
create space for additional tree and verge planting

 Æ replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse plantings to help 
species movement and connectivity.

Parramatta 
River 

Toongabbie 
Creek 

The 
Confluence 

Diagram: Valley Streets

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Front yard Front yard
Footpath Footpath Additional tree planting 

within parking

Driveway

Parking Verge
Existing carriageway

Making it easier for pedestrians

1. expanded footpaths creating additional space for 
walking and cycling (shared)

2. clearly defined driveways
3. rest points – seating, drinking fountains.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

4. street parking spaces converted into green space, 
to create space for additional tree and verge 
planting

5. replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse 
plantings to help species movement and 
connectivity.

Creating leafy streets

6. additional tree planting along streets to create 
consistent/continuous canopy coverage.

1

2
1

4

4

4

4 4

5

5

5

5

3 3

6 6

Section: Valley Street (Grand Ave, South Westmead)
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Mini-wetlands will be installed at the low points of valley streets. In 
these locations the carriageway may be narrowed to two lanes to 
create the additional space required for the WSUD-based interventions. 
The mini-wetlands will collect stormwater run-off, holding, filtering, 
cleansing and allowing some natural infiltration prior to being slowly 
released into adjacent creeklines. These will also additional habitat for 
a range of fauna including frogs and lizards, and help mitigate urban 
heat island effects in the District. 

South Westmead

1. Alexandra Ave
2. Grand Ave
3. Moree Ave
4. Austral Ave
5. Church Ave
6. Good St
7. Drew St
8. Houison St
9. Amos St

1

2

3

4

5

6

78

9

Finlaysons 
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Mini-wetlands

Guidelines

Making it easier for pedestrians

 Æ expanded footpaths
 Æ create additional street crossings at low-points.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

 Æ convert existing street parking spaces into space for WSUD 
interventions such as mini-wetlands

 Æ replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse plantings to help 
species movement and connectivity

 Æ creating permeable kerbs to feed stormwater run-off into planted 
wetlands and swales

 Æ further detailed investigations will need to be undertaken to refine the 
strategic approach to green infrastructure and WSUD interventions.

Creating leafy streets

 Æ additional tree planting of native, resilient species.

Parramatta 
River 

Darling Mills Creek 

Toongabbie 
Creek 

Diagram: Mini-Wetlands

The 
Confluence 
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Greenlink  
(Unnamed Creek)

Greenlink  
(Unnamed Creek)

Wetland planting Wetland plantingFootpath Footpath

Drains to Unnamed CreekDrains to Unnamed Creek

Vegetated areas such as 
damp long grass, dense 
ground vegetation, fallen 
logs, stones and leaf litter 
used for hibernation and 
juvenile dispersal. Vegetated 
channels need to connect 
waterbodies to allow for safe 
passage.

Making it easier for pedestrians

1. expanded footpaths creating additional space for 
walking and cycling (shared)

2. create additional street crossings at low-points.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

3. convert existing street parking spaces into space for 
WSUD interventions such as mini-wetlands

4. replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse 
plantings to help species movement and 
connectivity

5. creating permeable kerbs to feed stormwater run-
off into planted wetlands and swales.

Creating leafy streets

6. additional tree planting of native, resilient species.

1

2

1

3 34 5 5 4

66

Section: Mini-wetland (Grand Ave, South Westmead)
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TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Mini-wetlands

Existing condition: Austral Ave (South Westmead)

Concept visualisation – Proposed street transformation: Austral Ave (South Westmead)

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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South Westmead

1. Toohey Ave
2. Gowrie Cres
3. MacArthur Cres
4. School Parade
5. Houison St
6. Good St
7. Howe St
8. Hassall St

North Westmead

9. Dragonfly Dr
10. Redbank Rd
11. Darcy Rd

Finlaysons 
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Water Boulevards

Creating leafy streets

 Æ provide a continuous, interconnected urban tree canopy by protecting, 
maintaining and enhancing the existing urban canopy. In the majority 
of streets throughout the District this will involve significant new tree 
planting

 Æ tree planting to be set within deep soil zones
 Æ diverse, understorey plantings should be prioritised over turf
 Æ tree planting strategies and vision for each council area can be found 
in the Cumberland City Council’s “Urban Tree Strategy 2020” and City 
of Parramatta’s “Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2017”.

Water Boulevards run parallel to the contours, they are the District’s 
flatter streets, making them more comfortable for walking and cycling. 
Existing streets will be retro-fitted with additional native tree planting 
and street swales to collect and filter stormwater run-off. Footpaths 
will be expanded to create additional space for pedestrians and 
cyclists, as well as seating areas to provide rest points. 

 
Guidelines

Making it easier for pedestrians

 Æ expanded footpaths to create additional space for walking and cycling
 Æ re-configuring intersections, giving priority for pedestrians crossing.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

 Æ implementation of linear street swales and rain gardens to collect 
and filter stormwater run-off

 Æ replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse plantings to help 
species movement and connectivity. 

1

11

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9

10
Parramatta 

River 

Darling Mills Creek 

Toongabbie 
Creek 

Diagram: Water Boulevards

The 
Confluence 
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Making it easier for pedestrians

1. expanded footpaths to create additional space for 
walking and cycling (shared)

2. rest points – seating, drinking fountains.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

3. implementation of linear street swales and rain 
gardens to collect and filter stormwater run-off

4. replace existing grass verges with bio-diverse 
plantings to help species movement and 
connectivity

5. creating permeable kerbs to feed stormwater run-
off into planted wetlands and swales.

Creating leafy streets

6. additional tree planting along streets to create 
consistent/continuous canopy coverage.

Section: Water Boulevard (Gowrie Cres/MJBennett Reserve, South Westmead)

Frontyard
Footpath Street 

swale + 
tree planting to 
create shaded 

boulevards

Verge Park-edge  
swale

Additional tree 
planting and 

stormwater treatment 
along park edges – 

catching and treating 
stormwater from 

streets

1 12 2

3

3

4

6 6 6

4 5

5
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Parramatta Park entries 
South Westmead

1. Alexandra Ave/Park 
Parade

2. Bailey St
3. Priddle St
4. Oakes St
5. Belgian St/Clive Lane
6. Amos St

North Westmead

7. Railway Parade
8. Queens Rd
9. Caroline St
10. Helen St
11. Jessie St
12. Hainsworth St

Austral Ave Reserve 
entries

13. Austral Ave

M J Bennett Reserve 
entries

14. Church Ave
15. Fenwick Place
16. Gowries Cres

Sydney Smith Park 
entries

17. Houison St

Toongabbie Creek Park 
entries

18. Dragonfly Drive

TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Park edge and park entry streets

Guidelines

Making it easier for pedestrians

 Æ expanded footpaths creating additional space for walking and cycling
 Æ provide safe and level pedestrian crossings that extend footpaths and 
prioritise pedestrians

 Æ improved park entry, including paved threshold to highlight park entry 
and highlight crossing.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

 Æ convert street parking spaces to create space for additional tree 
planting

 Æ planted swale to park edges – collecting run-off from surrounding 
streets.

Creating leafy streets

 Æ infill planting along park streets to create a consistent, connected 
canopy.

18

The District’s eastern edge is defined by Parramatta Park. The 
proximity of this incredible asset should be celebrated and reflected 
in the adjacent public domain. Surrounding and connecting streets 
should address and highlight park entry points. Pedestrians and 
cyclists should be prioritised at these thresholds by re-configuring 
intersections and highlighting crossing points through paving surface 
changes. Park edge streets will be transformed into spectacular 
shaded avenues through additional street tree planting. Retro-fitting 
linear street swales will ensure stormwater run-off is collected and 
filtered before entering the precincts park network. 
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Finlaysons 
Creek 

Unnamed  
Creek 

 

Toongabbie  
Creek 

Domain 
Creek 

Parramatta 
Park 

Southern 
Domain 

Parramatta 
River 

Darling Mills Creek 

Austral Ave 
 Reserve

Sydney Smith 
Park

M J Bennett Reserve

Diagram: Park edge and park entry streets

The 
Confluence 
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Park Avenue

West Domain Avenue (future pedestrian/cycleway)

H
elen Street

Making it easier for pedestrians

1. expanded footpaths creating additional space for 
walking and cycling (shared)

2. carriageway and intersection narrowed
3. provide safe and level pedestrian crossings that 

extend footpaths and prioritise pedestrians
4. improved park entry to highlight park entry and 

highlight crossing, including removal of fences to 
create an inviting park entry.

Retro-fitting green infrastructure

5. planted swale to park edge – collecting run-off from 
surrounding streets 

6. street parking spaces converted into green space, 
to create space for additional tree and verge 
planting

7. street gardens – Replace existing grass verges with 
bio-diverse plantings to help species movement and 
connectivity.

Creating leafy streets

8. infill planting along park streets to create a 
consistent, connected canopy.

3

45

6

6 7

8

8

88

8

7

1 2 1

Diagram: Park entry (Helen Street)

Parramatta Park

Parramatta Park
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Existing condition: 
Parramatta Park entrance (Helen Street – Park Ave)

Concept visualisation – Proposed street transformation: Parramatta Park entrance (Helen Street – Park Ave)
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TRANSFORMING STREETS 
Park edge and park entry streets



Zone 4: Residential

Great W
estern Hw

y

Allen Brierley Reserve

Narang Reserve

Cabrini Nursing Home

PRECINCT ENTRY

OAKES CENTRE

RECREATING 
HAWKESBURY ROAD



Zone 3: Community centre

Zone 2: Mixed use and health

Darcy Rd

Westmead Public School

Childrens Plaza

Health Plaza

Gateway Park
Helen St Reserve

Westmead Metro Plaza

St Barnabas Church

TOWN CENTRE

MIXED USE PRECINCT
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RECREATING 
HAWKESBURY ROAD
Reimagining Hawkesbury Road to 
create a green, safe and walkable high 
street that aligns with the targets 
set within the Sydney Green Grid, 
City of Parramatta’s Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy, Parramatta 
Ways and Cumberland City Council’s 
Urban Tree and Biodiversity 
Strategies.

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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THE FORESTED RIDGELINE

A series of key 
destinations along 

the streetscape that 
vary in scale, amenity 

and character 
including parks, 

reserves, gardens 
and plazas

Minimum 40% tree 
canopy cover

Create places for people 
that prioritise pedestrians 
and cyclists over vehicles

The Confluence 

Parramatta 
Park 

Hainsworth St 

Queens Rd 

Helen St 



1. Forested Ridgeline
Retrofitting Hawkesbury Road to create a 
green, safe and walkable high street that 
aligns with the targets set within the Sydney 
Green Grid, City of Parramatta’s Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy, Parramatta Ways and 
Cumberland City Council’s public domain 
vision. 

Targets include:

 – provision of an interconnected urban tree 
canopy that provides 40% cover 

 – enhance the landscape character and 
biodiversity of Westmead

 – connection of ridgelines to surrounding 
creeklines with green infrastructure 

 – prioritise pedestrian and cyclists over 
vehicles

 – increased urban biodiversity in residential 
front lots as ‘Habitat Stepping Stones’.

2. Open space amenity
A series of open space destinations along 
Hawkesbury Road with multiple opportunities 
for social interaction, play and public amenity. 
Open spaces that vary in scale, amenity and 
character including parks, reserves, gardens 
and plazas.

Created through the retention and 
enhancement of existing open spaces and 
introduction of new open spaces including 
open spaces within community use private lots 
i.e. churches, schools and child-care centres. 
Open spaces are retained around clusters of 
significant trees with high retention value. 

3. Connected and 
permeable
Retrofit Hawkesbury Road to provide a highly 
connected, legible and permeable network of 
pedestrian and cycle footpaths that promote 
active transport for people of all ages and 
abilities. 

Support east-west connections to key open 
spaces and destinations by increasing green 
infrastructure at key crossing points. 

LEGEND

Key pedestrian spine (footpath min. 2m)

Separated cycleway

East-west crossings

LEGEND

Passive open spaces

Civic Plaza

Landscaped verges

Community use open spaces

Private open space frontages

Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St
Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St
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RECREATING 
HAWKESBURY ROAD
Recreating Hawkesbury Road to become a green, 
safe and walkable high street with places to meet 
and connect.

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies



4. Maximise connectivity 
to public transport links
Enable and enhance connections to  existing 
and future public transport services including:

 – Parramatta Light Rail Westmead stops 
connecting users throughout the Greater 
Parramatta to Olympic Peninsula Priority 
Growth Area (GPOP) 

 – Sydney Metro Westmead station and 
interchange with Western and Cumberland 
lines

 – bus services including Westmead Hospital 
T-Way on Darcy Road with future potential to 
continue south of Darcy along Hawkesbury 
Road.

5. Four neighbourhoods
Four neighbourhoods are created along 
Hawkesbury Road that celebrate the existing 
land-use, built form and landscape character of 
the streetscape. 

This strategy identifies streetscape 
improvements that respond to each 
neighbourhood’s unique setting and use. 

Neighbourhood centres include:

 – 1: Mixed-use and health
 – 2: Town Centre 
 – 3: Community
 – 4: Residential 

6. Built form activity and 
amenity
Concentrate built-form activation and program 
at key destinations within neighbourhood 
centres. 

Celebrate and reveal existing built form edges 
along the streetscape including heritage 
buildings and corner shops.  

New development blocks and buildings to 
positively interface with the streetscape, 
adopting appropriate setbacks, level transitions 
and ground-floor uses. 

LEGEND

Light rail stops

Westmead Metro Station

Westmead Station

TWay Bus stops

Bus

LEGEND

Residential

Mixed use – Retail, commercial, residential

Health, research and health focused mixed use

Civic and Cultural

Education – primary, secondary and tertiary

Open space

Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St

MIXED USE 
AND HEALTH

TOWN CENTRE

COMMUNITY

RESIDENTIAL
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Existing condition: Hawkesbury Road

Concept visualisation – Proposed transformation: Hawkesbury Road
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RECREATING 
HAWKESBURY ROAD
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Existing condition:  
Hawkesbury Road (South Westmead)

Concept visualisation – Proposed transformation: Hawkesbury Road (South Westmead)
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

TO THE CONFLUENCE POINT

WORKING WITH NATURAL 
SITE TOPOGRAPHY – 
AMPHITHEATRES AND SUBTLE 
TERRACING

BIODIVERSE – A PLACE OF 
RESPITE FOR ALL CREATURES

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE PATHS 
SUPPORTING ACTIVE AND 
PASSIVE CONNECTIONS

MEANDERING PATHS AND 
SEATING NOOKS



TO MILSON PARK AND GREAT 
WEST WALK

DRAGONFLY DRIVE

DESIGN FOR FLOOD RESILIENCE 
– GIVING THE CREEK AND ITS 
WATERS MORE SPACE

AMONGST TREES – VERDANT 
AND SHADED SPACES FOR 
CONTEMPLATION AND HEALING

FLEXIBLE OUTDOOR GATHERING 
SPACES

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 
CROSSINGS ENHANCING CREEK 
PERMEABILITY
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

This strategy also proposes a series of new public open spaces 
alongside the upgrade of a number of existing open spaces. 
 
Proposed new open spaces, including the creation of a number of new 
water’s edge destinations and spaces, include:

1. Toongabbie Creek/Parramatta River Linear Green Space – a diverse 
range of spaces should be created along the creeklines, varying in 
scale and function, with all spaces engaging with the water’s edge 
setting

2. Toongabbie Creek Park – a significant new natural space connecting 
the creek to the heart of the Health Precinct

3. The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space 
celebrating this unique natural place

4. Westmead Water Plaza
5. Innovation District green links
6. reservation for future “Kids Way”. 

Upgrades to existing open spaces are also proposed. Works would 
include retro-fitting green infrastructure including WSUD interventions 
and additional tree planting, whilst also upgrading park amenities and 
assets. Existing open spaces identified include:

7. Parramatta North ‘green link’ to Darling Mills Creek
8. Unnamed Creek – including upgrades to the existing Greenlink 

(between Alexandra Ave and Austral Ave)
9. Austral Ave Reserve
10. M J Bennett Reserve
11. Sydney Smith Park
12. Gateway Park
13. Institute Reserve
14. Parramatta North public open spaces
15. Parramatta North ‘Heritage Core’
17. Riparian Corridor – Investigate potential link through ‘Unnamed 

Creek’ to connect open spaces.
 
Changes to Hawkesbury Road also contribute to the open space 
network, as outlined in ‘Re-creating Hawkesbury Rd’.

 

The District is enclosed by two significant open space assets. 
Its eastern edge is defined by Parramatta Park, whilst its northern 
boundary traces Toongabbie Creek. The proximity to these spaces 
celebrates pedestrian connectivity, which will be further enhanced 
and improved through a series of public domain improvements to 
the surrounding street network.  
 
The strategy focusses on improving connections and proposes four 
key initiatives

 Æ make Toongabbie Creek accessible for all
 Æ re-connect South Westmead to Toongabbie Creek through the 
creation of a continuous, publicly accessible shared path following 
the path of Unnamed Creek and its existing chain of parks

 Æ re-connect the ‘high’ street (Hawkesbury Rd) and the ‘low’ ground – 
the District’s waterways and parks

 Æ re-establishing the District’s relationship to Parramatta Park. 

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies
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Existing condition

Concept visualisation – Proposed transformation: Creek to Park – Westmead Water Plaza
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies



Existing condition

Concept visualisation – Proposed transformation: The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space celebrating this unique natural place
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies

MAKE TOONGABBIE CREEK 
AND PARRAMATTA RIVER 
ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL.

The following public domain upgrades need to be undertaken to make 
Toongabbie Creek accessible:

1. create a continuous shared path for pedestrians and cyclists along 
the Toonagabbie Creek edge. This shared path should be designed 
to enable access for people of all ages and abilities

2. at the Confluence, the path should connect to the existing Governor 
Phillip Governor Phillip Walk. This will provide an additional 
pedestrian and cycle link between the creek and Parramatta Park

3. to the west, the path should connect to the proposed Unnamed and 
Finlaysons Creek pedestrian and cycle paths

4. create a series of new bridge crossings to facilitate connections 
to adjacent neighbourhoods, whilst also enabling connections to 
existing tracks and trails including the Redbank Track and the Great 
West Walk. This includes: 
a new bridge across Toongabbie Creek linking the District and 
Northmead; a series of new bridge crossings surrounding ‘The 
Confluence’; and a number of new bridges crossing Parramatta 
River, creating a stronger connection between Parramatta North and 
the District

5. create a variety of new destinations along the creek corridor 
providing seating and other amenities. These spaces should create 
opportunities to engage with the water’s edge and the spectacular 
natural setting

6. Toongabbie Creek Park – a significant new natural space connecting 
the creek to the heart of the Health Precinct

7. The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space 
celebrating this unique natural place

8. provide clear signage and wayfinding, both to and along the path, 
and create opportunities for First Nations’ designed signage to tell 
important stories of Country

9. create a continuous shared path for pedestrians and cyclists along 
the Parramatta River edge. This path should also continue north 
along Darling Mills Creek. This shared path should be designed to 
enable access for all.
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Concept visualisation: Toongabbie Creek – a continuous shared path for 
pedestrians and cyclists along the creek edge
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies

The following public domain upgrades need to be undertaken to 
establish this important connection:

1. improve street crossings at – Alexandra Ave, Grand Ave, Moree Ave, 
Austral Ave, Church Ave

2. create a shared path by upgrading the existing footpaths within the 
existing ‘Green Link’ (between Austral Ave and Alexandra Ave) to 
enable walking and cycling

3. provide a pedestrian/cycle crossing under/over existing rail line 
(subject to investigation)

4. create public access between Alexandra Ave and Darcy Rd, providing 
shared path for walking and cycling

5. investigate a new signalised pedestrian/cycle point crossing Darcy 
Rd, further investigation will be required to determine broader traffic 
impacts

6. create public access between Darcy Rd and Milsons Park
7. upgrade Milson Park to create continuous pedestrian and cycle 

access to Finlaysons and Toongabbie Creek. Proposed paths should 
connect to broader existing regional routes

8. create a variety of new destinations at creek confluence points, 
providing seating and other amenities

9. improved signage and wayfinding, both to and along the path, 
and create opportunities for First Nations’ designed signage to tell 
important stories of Country.

RECONNECT SOUTH 
WESTMEAD TO 
TOONGABBIE CREEK 
THROUGH THE CREATION OF 
A CONTINUOUS, PUBLICLY 
ACCESSIBLE SHARED PATH 
FOLLOWING THE PATH OF 
UNNAMED CREEK AND ITS 
EXISTING CHAIN OF PARKS.
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies

RECONNECT THE ‘HIGH’ 
STREET (HAWKESBURY 
RD) AND THE ‘LOW’ 
GROUND – THE DISTRICT’S 
WATERWAYS AND PARKS.

The following public domain upgrades need to be undertaken to create 
the connection between ‘high’ and ‘low’ ground:

1. Hawkesbury Road upgrade
2. Toongabbie Creek to Parramatta Park
3. create a series of small public spaces along Hawkesbury Rd to 

signpost the key streets connecting Hawkesbury Rd to Parramatta 
Park. Streets include: 
Railway Parade 
Queens Rd 
Helen St 
Hainsworth St 
Amos St 
Bailey St 
Priddle St 
Alexandra Ave

4. create a series of small public spaces along Hawkesbury Rd to 
signpost the key streets connecting Hawkesbury Rd to Unnamed 
Creek Parkland.

5. valley streets connecting Hawkesbury Rd to Unnamed Creek  
include: 
Alexandra Ave 
Grand Ave 
Austral Ave 
Church Ave

6. investigate the potential to expand pedestrian space along Grand 
Ave adjacent to Westmead Public School

7. Darcy Road transformation, including a series of greenspaces 
marking the key pedestrian entrance points into the Health Precinct

8. provide clear signage and wayfinding along Hawkesbury Ave and 
connecting streets.
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RECONNECTING 
WESTMEAD’S OPEN 
SPACES

Section 7: Public Domain Strategies

RE-ESTABLISHING THE 
DISTRICT’S RELATIONSHIP 
TO PARRAMATTA PARK.

The District’s eastern edge is defined by Parramatta Park. The proximity 
of this incredible asset should celebrated and reflected in the adjacent 
public domain. Surrounding and connecting streets should address and 
highlight park entry points. Pedestrians and cyclists should be prioritised 
at these thresholds by re-configuring intersections and highlighting 
crossing points through paving surface changes. Park edge streets will 
be transformed into spectacular shaded avenues through additional 
street tree planting. Retro-fitting linear street swales will ensure 
stormwater run-off is collected and filtered before entering the District’s 
park network. 

The following public domain upgrades need to be undertaken to  
re-establish the District’s relationship with Parramatta Park:

1. upgrade Park Ave including infill street tree planting to create a 
consistent, connected canopy and linear swale to park edge to 
collect stormwater run-off from surrounding streets. The Park 
Ave upgrade should also respond to existing Park proposals and 
upgrades

2. upgrade Park Parade
3. upgrade the existing underpass connecting the Southern Domain 

and Parramatta Park
4. improve Park entrances by highlighting and expanding pedestrian 

access points
5. provide clear signage and wayfinding along Hawkesbury Road at 

connecting streets
6. provide a clear street connection to the Park’s 24-hour route. 
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Waterways Project description

1. Toongabbie 
Creek

Projects to include:

 Æ creek restoration, including but not limited to:

 – establish Vegetated Riparian Zone (VRZ) – 30m from top of stream bank
 – undertake streambank rehabilitation, including revegetation and stabilisation works (where necessary)
 – re-create aquatic habitat features such as placing logs and branches within the creek channel
 – create healthy habitats for animals and aquatic life by restoring and re-creating habitats
 – create biofilters on the development edges along the length of the riparian zones
 – integrate truth-telling and healing walk to connect with Parramatta River.

2. Unnamed 
Creek

Projects to include:

 Æ creek restoration, including but not limited to:

 – establish Vegetated Riparian Zone (VRZ).

3. Finlaysons 
Creek

Projects to include:

 Æ creek reconstruction/naturalisation
 Æ conflunce with Toongabbie Creek (Milsons Park).

4. Parramatta 
River

Projects to include:

 Æ meeting point with Parramatta Park
 Æ opportunity for truth-telling and healing walk along river.

RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
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RESTORING THE NATURAL 
WATERWAYS
Waterways Project description Location

Toongabbie Creek Projects to include:

Creek restoration, including but 
not limited to:

 Æ establish Vegetated Riparian 
Zone (VRZ) – 30m from top 
of stream bank

 Æ undertake streambank 
rehabilitation, including 
revegetation and stabilisation 
works (where necessary)

 Æ re-create aquatic habitat 
features such as placing 
logs and branches within the 
creek channel

 Æ create healthy habitats for 
animals and aquatic life by 
restoring and re-creating 
habitats

 Æ create biofilters on the 
development edges along the 
length of the riparian zones.

The following public domain upgrades need to be undertaken to make 
Toongabbie Creek accessible:

1. create a continuous shared path for pedestrians and cyclists along the 
creek edge. This shared path should be designed to enable access for 
people of all ages and abilities.

2. at the Confluence, the path should connect to the existing Governor 
Phillip Walk, this will provide an additional pedestrian and cycle link 
between the creek and Parramatta Park

3. to the west, the path should connect to the proposed Unnamed and 
Finlaysons Creek pedestrian and cycle paths

4. create a series of new bridge crossings to facilitate connections to 
adjacent neighbourhoods, whilst also enabling connections to existing 
tracks and trails including the Redbank Track and the Great West Walk

5. create a variety of new destinations along the creek corridor providing 
seating and other amenities. These spaces should create opportunities 
to engage with the water’s edge and the spectacular natural setting

6. Toongabbie Creek Park – a significant new natural space connecting the 
creek to the heart of the Health Precinct.

7. The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space celebrating 
this unique natural place

8. provide clear signage and wayfinding, both to and along the path, and 
create opportunities for First Nations’ designed signage to tell important 
stories of Country.
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Waterways Project description Location

Unnamed Creek Projects to include:

Creek restoration, including 
but not limited to:

 Æ establish Vegetated 
Riparian Zone (VRZ) – 
10m from top of stream 
bank

 Æ undertake creek 
restoration, including 
revegetation and 
stabilisation works (where 
necessary)

 Æ re-create aquatic habitat 
features such as placing 
logs and branches within 
the creek channel

 Æ create healthy habitats for 
animals and aquatic life by 
restoring and re-creating 
habitats.

“Name the Creek”

 Æ investigate the history of 
this creek to determine 
if it has been named 
throughout its history.

Re-connect South Westmead to Toongabbie Creek through the creation of a 
continuous, publicly accessible shared path following the path of Unnamed Creek 
and its existing chain of parks. The following public domain upgrades need to be 
undertaken:

1. improve street crossings at – Alexandra Ave, Grand Ave, Moree Ave, Austral 
Ave, Church Ave

2. create a shared path by upgrading the existing footpaths within the existing 
‘Greenlink’ (between Austral Ave and Alexandra Ave) to enable walking and 
cycling

3. provide a pedestrian/cycle crossing under/over existing rail line (subject to 
investigation)

4. create public access between Alexandra Ave and Darcy Rd, providing shared 
path for walking and cycling

5. a new signalised pedestrian/cycle point crossing Darcy Rd
6. create public access between Darcy Rd and Milsons Park
7. upgrade Milson Park to create continuous pedestrian and cycle access to 

Finlaysons and Toongabbie Creek. Proposed paths should connect to broader 
existing regional routes

8. create a variety of new destinations at creek confluence points, providing 
seating and other amenities.

RECONNECTING WESTMEAD’S 
OPEN SPACES
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Streetscape 
typologies

Project description Location

1. Valley Streets Projects to include: tree planting, 
footpath widening, pavement 
quality, street intersections 
narrowing to increase pedestrian 
amenity, verge and understorey 
planting, accessibility.

City of Parramatta streets include: 
Railway Parade, Helen St, Hainsworth St.

Pilot Tree Planting Street: 
Queens Rd, Caroline St, Jessie St.

Cumberland City Council streets include: 
Alexandra Ave, Grand Ave, Moree Ave, Austral Ave, Church Ave, Fenwick 
Place, Curtin Place, Jessop Place, Euralla St, Nolan Cres, Bernard St, 
Whitworth St, Anderson St, Hannah St, Broxbourne St, Houison St, Booth 
St, Telfer Place, Joyner St, Good St, Amos St, Cotsworld St, Ralph St, Pye St, 
Mowie St, Priddle St, Bailey St.

2. Water Boulevards Projects to include: tree planting, 
footpath widening, pavement 
quality, street intersections 
narrowing to increase pedestrian 
amenity, verge and understorey 
planting, accessibility.

Cumberland City Council streets include: 
Moree Ave, Good St, Drew St, Houison St, Amos St.

Health Precinct streets include:  
Dragonfly Drive, Redbank Rd.

3. Mini-wetlands Project to include: tree planting, 
footpath widening, pavement 
quality, verge and understorey 
planting.

Cumberland City Council streets include: 
Alexandra Ave, Grand Ave, Moree Ave, Austral Ave, Church Ave, Good St, 
Drew St, Houison St, Amos St.

4. Park edge streets Projects to include: tree 
planting, footpath widening 
street intersections narrowing 
to increase pedestrian amenity, 
installation of cycle paths, 
increased crossings, verge and 
understorey planting.

City of Parramatta streets include: Park Ave.

5. Park entrances Project to include: tree planting, 
street intersection narrowing to 
increase pedestrian amenity, 
threshold paving at junctions, 
verge and understorey planting.

City of Parramatta streets include:  
Railway Parade, Queens Rd, Caroline St, Helen St, Jessie St, Hainsworth St.

Cumberland City Council streets include: 
Alexandra Ave/Park Parade, Bailey St, Priddle St, Oakes St, Belgian St/Clive 
Lane, Amos St.

6. Toongabbie Bio-
filter

Project to include: create 
biofilters along development 
edges of the riparian zone to 
improve water quality.

Northern edge of Health Precinct.

TRANSFORMING STREETS 
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RECREATING HAWKESBURY ROAD 

Project Project description Location

1.  The High Street 
– Hawkesbury 
Road upgrade

2.  Hawkesbury 
Road Masterplan 
(Health Precinct)

 

3.  Landscaped 
Arbor

4.  New Squares 
(Health Precinct)

Project to include tree planting, footpath widening street 
intersections narrowing to increase pedestrian amenity, installation 
of cycle paths, increased crossings, verge and understorey planting.

 – land use review
 –  LEP changes
 –  DCP provisions – urban design guidelines for future built form 
and public domain

 –  wayfinding.

Cantilevered, metal frame structure over footpath to provide shade 
and streetscape greening.

Strategy to look at redevelopment of proposed new public spaces, 
urban design, activation, integration with future redevelopment.

Hawkesbury Road North

Hawkesbury Road South.

Hawkesbury Road North

To be investigated at Hawkesbury Road 
North and Hawkesbury Road South

To be investigated at Hawkesbury Road 
North
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Project description Location

Proposed open space, 
including the creation of a 
series of new water’s edge 
destinations and spaces

1. Toongabbie Creek/Parramatta River Green Space – a diverse range of spaces should be created along 
the creeklines, varying in scale and function, with all spaces engaging with the water’s edge setting

2. Toongabbie Creek Park – a significant new natural space connecting the creek to the heart of the Health 
Precinct

3. The Confluence – a significant new public gathering space celebrating this unique natural place
4. Westmead Water Plaza
5. Westmead Health & Innovation District green links
6. Reservation for future “Kids Way”.

Upgrades to existing 
open space

7. Milson Park
8. Unnamed Creek – including upgrades to the existing Greenlink (between Alexandra Ave and Austral Ave)
9. Austral Ave Reserve
10. M J Bennett Reserve
11. Sydney Smith Park
12. Institute Reserve.

RECONNECTING WESTMEAD’S 
OPEN SPACES
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WESTMEAD TOWN CENTRE

Project Project description

Land use review Review permissible uses in the Town Centre area and along Hawkesbury Road in the Health Precinct with a 
view to increase economic and cultural activation, support a night-time economy and a mix of business and 
enterprise opportunities.

Local Environmental Plan 
Reviews

Review current zoning provisions for the Town Centre area and their alignment with the vision for the District. 
Consider amendments which facilitate the development of Westmead as Australia’s premier health and 
innovation district.

Town Centre Masterplan Develop a masterplan for the Town Centre area to guide sustainable growth and development and take 
advantage of the significant transport infrastructure investment taking place in the District.

Development Control Plan 
Reviews

Review current development controls for the Town Centre area and along Hawkesbury Road and develop 
new guidelines to shape future built form outcomes which increase public domain opportunities, allow for 
enhanced tree canopy cover and new public spaces and connections.

District Activation Develop a District Activation Strategy to leverage it’s existing opportunities and establish it as a connected, 
collaborative innovation ecosystem to attract investment.

Sydney Metro Project 
(Westmead Station)

Work with TfNSW Sydney Metro to ensure development of the new Westmead Metro Station delivers an 
integrated transport offering, new public spaces and connections and public domain improvements which 
reflect the general principles and themes identified in the Westmead PDS.

Wayfinding Develop a Wayfinding Strategy for the District which allows the delivery of a more legible public domain for 
pedestrians, visitors, active transport users, motorists and business.
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APPROACH TO 
PAVING MATERIALS
An environmental approach to selection of paving materials

With developing research being carried out into cooler paving materials, such as the Cool Road 
Trials by Western Sydney University1, new approaches need to be taken to the selection of paving 
material in order to address climate change and urban heat island effect. 

The following principles are to be taken into account in the selection of paving materials within the 
Westmead Health & Innovation District.

Support responsible 
extraction of raw materials
Protect ecosystems, respect cultural and 
community values and improve land use.

Support sustainability 
in materials and 
manufacturing
Select materials from manufacturers 
whose practices minimise impacts on the 
environment.

Reduce urban heat island 
effects
Use reflective materials to help mitigate urban 
heat island effects.

Use regional materials
Reduce energy use for transportation and 
promote regional identity by supporting the use 
of local resources.

Use recycled content 
materials
Reduce the consumption of virgin material 
and avoid landfilling useful materials by using 
materials with recycled content.

Use low embodied carbon 
materials
Use materials with a low embodied carbon 
required for production and installation/
construction.
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SUSTAINABILITY 
MATRIX
Paving materials sustainability summary table

Paving type Potential for 
utilising recycled 
content

Regionally 
sourced

Embodied 
energy 

per sqm of 
material*

Potential for 
future recycling/
upcycling

Total / ranking

1= Raw material
2 = Partially recycled
3 =  Completely 

recycled

1 = International
2 = Australian
3 = NSW

1 = Poor
2 = Reasonable
3 = Good

1 =  Partially 
recyclable

2 = Fully recyclable
3 =  Completely 

upcycled

Imported dimension 
granite

1 1 1 3 6/12

Local dimension 
granite

1 2 1.5 3 7.5/12

Concrete paver 2 3 3 3 11/12
Bricks 2 3 2.5 3 10.5/12
In situ concrete 3 3 2 1 9/12
 
* Estimates only – requires further investigation
* Figures based on material performance only – sub-bases are not factored into the material performance
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SOLAR REFLECTANCE 
INDEX 

Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) is a measure of a material’s ability to reject solar heat. Standard 
black (reflectance 5%, emittance 90%) is 0 and standard white (reflectance 80%, emittance 90%) 
is 100. 

All external pavements should meet with the following SRI requirements:

(i) a three year Solar Reflectance Index > 34 or 

(ii) an initial Solar Reflectance Index  > 39

Black
SRI = 0

White
SRI = 100

13 25 27 27 43 56 72 82 85

THREE YEAR SRI 
>34
DAY ONE SRI 
>39

HDG shotblast 
concrete paver 
colours and textures

Source: HDG Building Materials

Samson White Austral Black 

‘Ash Grey’ Exfoliated‘Austral Adelaide Black’ Bush Hammered ‘Samson White’ Bush Hammerred‘Hazy White’ Exfoliated‘Dalmatian’ Bush Hammered

Black
SRI = 0

White
SRI = 100

THREE YEAR SRI 
>34
DAY ONE SRI 
>39

‘Honey Jasper’ Bush Hammered

Granite examples  
Source – Sam the Paving Man

Concrete paver examples  
Source – HDG Building Materials
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RETHINKING URBAN 
SURFACES
Converting Grey to Green

The default material choice for surfaces in urban spaces is hard paving. A standard approach 
would be to assume the ground plane is hard. Then, once people movement and gathering spaces 
have been mapped, the remaining space is able to be ‘greened’. Wherever possible, the opposite 
approach should be investigated and applied for all urban spaces in the District. The assumption 
should be that spaces are green, and people movement and gathering spaces can be designed 
within this green space.

This approach will ensure maximum permeability, cooling and biodiversity within the urban spaces 
of the District. 

Assume all green Carve out people 
movement

Business as usual

Rethinking urban surfaces

Assume hard surface Map people movement Green the edges

Add tree canopy
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Indigofera australis

Ozothamnus diosmifolius

Chrysocephalum 
apiculatum

Pycnosorus 
globosa

Bulbine bulbosa

Wahlenbergia

stricta

Lomandra longifolia

APPROACH TO 
PLANTING
Planting with Purpose

Planting should be designed not to simply ‘furnish’ the space. Planting can have a number of 
beneficial functions; 1m2 of planting can support a multitude of outcomes, including:

 Æ enabling greater biodiversity, with many species/m2

 Æ the use of native plants as appropriate to the local ecosystem, resulting in seasonal floral variety.
 Æ enabling WSUD, resulting in better natural spaces and reducing urban heat island effects.
 Æ improving well-being.

Diverse and Resilient Planting

For vegetation and planting to support more life and be more resilient, we need to encourage more 
floral diversity in urban places, rather than traditional blocks of single plant species.

There is a growing awareness of how critical access to nature is for the well-being of urban citizens. 
In turn, access to Country is an important part of the healing journey that this PDS seeks to enable. 
Use of native plants and design of an attractive and accessible vegetation will simultaneously 
contribute to healing, wellbeing and biodiversity.

Concept illustration – Planting with Purpose

Vanilla LIly 
(Arthropodium 
milleflorum)
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Arthropodium milleflorum Bulbine bulbosa Chrysocephalum apiculatum

Craspedia variabilis (or similar Billy Buttons) Dianella caerulea Dichelachne micrantha

Themeda australis Goodenia paniculata Indigofera australis

Ozothamnus diosmifolius Wahlenbergia stricta Bursaria spinosa
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APPROACH TO 
PUBLIC DOMAIN 
ELEMENTS 
This section of Westmead Public Domain Strategy highlights key 
objectives and principles for public domain furniture elements. 
These objectives should be read in conjunction with relevant Council 
Public Domain Guidelines for guidance on specific layout, selection, 
placement, and installation. 

Objectives 

Public domain elements provide essential amenity to open spaces 
including parks, plazas and streets. Furniture elements should be 
designed and installed to positively contribute to the experience of 
public open spaces by:

 Æ celebrating and reinforcing the the character of the District  
and its neighbourhoods

 Æ providing comfort and opportunities for rest and recreation for users 
of all ages and abilities

 Æ facilitating servicing and operational requirements.

The range of street furniture located throughout District may include; 
seats, bins, drinking fountains, bike hoops, planter boxes, bollards 
and pedestrian fences, shade structures and bus shelters, lighting and 
signage and wayfinding elements.
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Principles

Principles to consider when providing public 
domain furniture elements include: 

Consistency
Applying a unified and consistent 

material palette will create 
a singular identity for each 

neighbourhood and throughout 
the District, while allowing for 

flexibility in the arrangement of 
the public domain. 

Durability and 
sustainability 

Elements to be made from 
durable materials that 
can withstand external 

conditions, minimising the 
need for maintenance and/ or 
replacement. Materials should 
be made from materials with a 

low embodied carbon.

Places to dwell,  
stories to tell

The provision and placement 
of furniture to support the use 
of open spaces and adjoining 
building uses. Furniture can 

also enable the telling of stories 
relating to Country, and create 
opportunities for reflection and 

truth-telling journeys.

Pedestrian movement 
and comfort

The placement of furniture 
elements should consider 
the movement patterns of 
pedestrians and cyclists, to 

ensure open spaces and streets 
are permeable, safe and 

accessible. 

Accessibility and 
universal design 

All public domain furniture to 
be compliant with ‘Design for 
access and mobility General 

requirements for access‘ 
(AS1428.1), ensuring furniture 

is accessible to all users. 

Safety
The placement of furniture 

elements can assist in providing 
additional safety to open 

spaces and streetscapes, by 
acting as vehicle mitigation, 

improving passive surveillance 
and introducing lighting. 

Furniture should align with 
Crime Prevention Through 

Environmental Design Principles 
(CPTED). 
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PUBLIC ART 
PRINCIPLES 

This section of Westmead Public Domain Strategy highlights key 
principles and themes for public art within the District. These 
principles should be read in conjunction with relevant Council Public 
Art Policies for further guidance. 

Principles 

Public art is the most accessible art form, playing a critical role in 
contributing to the District’s liveability and productivity by enhancing it’s 
cultural and natural assets. 

 Æ provide public art that demonstrates artistic excellence, innovation 
and alignment with global contemporary art discourse

 Æ provide opportunities for First Nations’ artistic contributions in 
wayfinding, signage and public art installations, as a way to tell 
stories and enable healing through truth-telling at the District

 Æ enhance and activate open spaces and streetscapes through 
public art

 Æ enhance social connection and a sense of social inclusiveness by 
engaging with communities

 Æ generate insightful and memorable experiences in order to celebrate 
the identity of place

 Æ establish artist briefs and identify sites that have connection to the 
District’s narrative, local communities and the sites’ historical and 
current stories

 Æ contribute positively to the natural surroundings by encouraging 
human interaction with appreciation, respect and stewardship of the 
local environment through art

 Æ utilise open space, public domain, facilities and resources in an 
efficient, sensitively integrated art approach

 Æ be appropriate and suitable in size and scale to site.

Themes

Creative works will add meaning and vibrancy to the experience of living, 
working and visiting the District, by giving giving voice to community, 
addressing the rich cultural, historical and ecological context, and 
enhancing the unique sense of place.

Public art within the District may explore themes that celebrate, honour, 
and engage with First Nations’ stories and other narratives that are 
unique to the District. Public art themes may include:

 Æ country and culture
 Æ a District in nature
 Æ evening activation 
 Æ connecting communities
 Æ special stories of place
 Æ celebrate natural systems.
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Connecting communities
Opportunities to record stories from the 
community and create connections between 
people. 

A feature wall within park recording a unique 
story, backlit in the evenings for day-long 
engagement in Vancouver, Canada. Artist 
unknown, lighting design by We-ef (2009). 

Special stories of place
Placemaking pieces referencing the 
environmental context. 

Tracey Emin’s work ‘The Distance of Your 
Heart’ (2018) comprises 60 life-sze bronze 
birds that perch on the door and lintels in 
the northern Sydney CBD. The tiny birds high 
above the streetscape express her feelings 
of distance and homesickness, their delicate 
forms juxtaposed against the monumental 
public architecture. They are a delight to be 
discovered while walking through the city. 

Celebrate natural systems
Art installations which celebrate the precincts 
natural systems, such as the water story from 
ridgelines to creeks and valleys. 

Indigo Hanlee and Michael Thomas Hill take 
information from tides and local weather 
patterns, High Water transforms live data from 
each day into a constant moving watercolour. 
High Water interprets our changing physical 
world every minute of the day through changes 
in temperature, humidity, wind direction, 
precipitation levels and tidal patterns. A 
complementary website allows visitors to 
understand the data, colours and patterns in 
real time and see visual summaries of local 
environmental conditions over the day, week 
and year.

Country and culture
Respond to First Nations culture and heritage, 
responsibly, appropriately and respectfully

‘bara’ by First Nations artist Judy Watson is 
a new permanent work to celebrate the First 
Peoples of Sydney, the traditional owners of 
Gadigal Country. Featuring a monumental bara, 
the fish hooks crafted and used by Gadigal 
women for thousands of generations. This 
artwork is a powerful expression of Aboriginal 
cultures and a reminder of their significance for 
our nation now and for generations to come. 

A District in nature
Integrated pieces referencing the 
environmental context. 

‘E’ntelekheia’ (2016) by artist Danie Mellor is 
a permanent work which tells the story of the 
existing natural landscape which was found 
within Darling Harbour prior to development. 
Molded concrete panels are integrated into 
landscape walls as a part of the new Sydney 
Exhibition Centre and form a dynamic backdrop 
to the new public domain. 

Evening engagement
Digital works add meaning and vibrancy to the 
new community. 

Marc Dumas (2010) ‘Pétales de roses’ projects 
a carpet of rose petals on entrance into the 
rose garden in Parc du Center, which acts 
as a residential amenity and leisure park. 
Photographs of petals are taken from plants 
within the neighbouring garden.

PUBLIC ART EXAMPLES
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Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations

DETAILED AREA 
INVESTIGATIONS

This section of the Westmead Public Domain Strategy 
establishes a future vision for three high priority public 
domain areas within the District — Hawkesbury Road/ 
Hainsworth Street, Westmead Town Centre and the 
planned pedestrian spines.
Our explorations include detailed investigation, analysis 
and a possible implementation pathway to deliver on the 
public domain vision for a District in Nature. 
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HAWKESBURY ROAD AND  
HAINSWORTH STREET

Concept visualisation: Hawkesbury Road transformation



HAWKESBURY ROAD AND  
HAINSWORTH STREET
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SCOPE

Summary
This study sets out a future vision for  
Hawkesbury Road and Hainsworth Street. 

The scope of proposal includes: 

 Æ integrate of the Westmead to Carlingford 
Light Rail into the public domain vision for a 
District in Nature

 Æ establish opportunities for future public 
transport connections including T-Way and 
Light Rail extension south of Darcy Road

 Æ retrofit green infrastructure into the 
streetscape, within site constrains, to 
recreate the high street into biodiverse, 
resilient and adaptable open space

 Æ provide recommendations for future built 
form interfaces, street activation and land 
use mix

 Æ propose opportunities for new and 
enhanced pedestrian connections to the 
wider District

 Æ establish a collection of diverse, vibrant 
public spaces along the length of the new 
high street. 

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Hawkesbury Road and Hainsworth Street study area
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OBJECTIVES
Recreating Hawkesbury Road to become a green, safe and walkable high street 
with places to meet and connect. 

1. Forested Ridgeline
Retrofitting Hawkesbury Road to create a 
green, safe and walkable high street that 
aligns with the targets set within the Sydney 
Green Grid, City of Parramatta’s Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy, Parramatta Ways and 
Cumberland City Council’s public domain 
vision. 

Targets include:

 Æ provision of an interconnected urban tree 
canopy that provides 40% cover 

 Æ enhance the landscape character and 
biodiversity of Westmead

 Æ connection of ridgelines to surrounding 
creeklines with green infrastructure 

 Æ prioritise pedestrian and cyclists over 
vehicles

 Æ increased urban biodiversity in residential 
front lots as ‘Habitat Stepping Stones’.

2. Open space amenity
A series of open space destinations along 
Hawkesbury Road with multiple opportunities 
for social interaction, play and public amenity. 
Open spaces that vary in scale, amenity and 
character including parks, reserves, gardens 
and plazas.

Created through the retention and 
enhancement of existing open spaces and 
introduction of new open spaces including 
open spaces within community use private lots 
i.e. churches, schools and child-care centres. 
Open spaces are retained around clusters of 
significant trees with high retention value. 

3. Connected and 
permeable
Retrofit Hawkesbury Road to provide a highly 
connected, legible and permeable network of 
pedestrian and cycle footpaths that promote 
active transport. 

Support east-west connections to key open 
spaces and destinations by increasing green 
infrastructure at key crossing points. 

LEGEND

Key pedestrian spine (footpath min. 2m)

Separated cycleway

East-west crossings

LEGEND

Passive open spaces

Civic Plaza

Landscaped verges

Community use open spaces

Private open space frontages

Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St
Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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4. Maximise connectivity 
to public transport links
Enable and enhance connections to  existing 
and future public transport services including;

 Æ Parramatta Light Rail Westmead stops 
connecting users throughout the Greater 
Parramatta to Olympic Peninsula Priority 
Growth Area (GPOP)

 Æ Sydney Metro Westmead station and 
interchange with Western and Cumberland 
lines

 Æ bus services including Westmead 
Hospital T-Way on Darcy Road with future 
potential to continue south of Darcy along 
Hawkesbury Road.

5. Four neighbourhoods
Four neighbourhoods are created along 
Hawkesbury Road that celebrate the existing 
land-use, built form and landscape character of 
the streetscape. 

This strategy identifies streetscape 
improvements that respond to each 
neighbourhood’s unique setting and use. 

Neighbourhood centres include;

 Æ 1: Mixed-use and health
 Æ 2: Town Centre 
 Æ 3: Community
 Æ 4: Residential 

6. Built form activity and 
amenity
Concentrate built-form activation and program 
at key destinations within neighbourhood 
centres. 

Celebrate and reveal existing built form edges 
along the streetscape including heritage 
buildings and corner shops.  

New development blocks and buildings to 
positively interface with the streetscape, 
adopting appropriate setbacks, level transitions 
and ground-floor uses. 

LEGEND

Light rail stops

Westmead Metro Station

Westmead Station

TWay Bus stops

Bus

LEGEND

Residential

Mixed use – Retail, commercial, residential

Health, research and health focused mixed use

Civic and Cultural

Education – primary, secondary and tertiary

Open space

Darcy Rd

Great Western Hwy

Railway Pde

Hainsworth St

MIXED USE 
AND HEALTH

TOWN CENTRE

COMMUNITY

RESIDENTIAL
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FOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOODS
Four neighbourhoods are established along Hawkesbury Road that celebrate the 
existing character of the new high street. 

Darcy Rd

Institute Rd

G
reat W

estern H
w

y

Westmead Public School

Allen Brierley Reserve

Narang Reserve

Gateway Park

Helen St Reserve

St Barnabas Church

Cabrini Nursing Home

PRECINCT ENTRY

Residential

Community

Town Centre

Mixed-use 
and health

OAKES CENTRE

TOWN CENTRE

Westmead Metro Plaza

Childrens Plaza

Health Plaza

04

03

02

01
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Neighbourhood 1: Mixed-use and health
This neighbourhood is defined by health, research, education and 
innovation facilities to the west and retail, commercial, residential uses 
to the east. The diversity of uses make Hawkesbury Road an active high 
street, adding place vibrancy to the Health Precinct.

Neighbourhood 3: Community
The vision for this neighbourhood is, a shaded, well-connected 
community hub that is serviced by convenience retail and cultural uses.

Neighbourhood 4: Residential
The residential neighbourhood is a place to celebrate the existing street 
character while enhancing biodiversity, connectedness and safety of 
Hawkesbury Road. 

Neighbourhood 2: Town Centre
Westmead Town Centre is rapidly changing into a bustling transport 
interchange. The public domain vision looks to maintain and improve 
connectivity while delivering on the vision for a District in Nature. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 1:  
MIXED USE AND HEALTH

Open Space Amenity

4. creation of a new Gateway Park into the 
Mixed use hub at the corner of Hawkesbury 
and Darcy Roads, opposite the future 
Westmead Shopping Village. The Gateway 
Park will protect, retain and celebrate the 
large cluster of existing trees that are of 
high retention value

5. revitalisation of the Children’s Plaza 
adjacent Westmead Children’s Hospital 
that includes passive open spaces, shade 
cover, flexible spaces for events and 
opportunities outdoor food and beverage

6. Light Rail infrastructure creates enhanced 
connections from Parramatta Park, across 
Hawkesbury Road to Toongabbie Creek

7. Helen Street Pocket Park refreshed and 
rejuvenated with biodiverse, understorey 
planting, street furniture – seating, drinking 
fountains, signage and wayfinding to park.

Connected and permeable

8. provide a 2m minimum footpath width by 
extending footpaths into development lot 
setbacks and future open spaces

9. east-west pedestrian connections 
enhanced via narrowing of carriageways 
and increase in footpath and planting 
zones.  

Active transport links

10. support active cycle connections retrofitting 
carriageways to allow for cyclists and 
provision of bicycle parking within open 
spaces

11. maintain and enhance connections to light 
rail stations.

Four Neighbourhoods

12. the character of this neighbourhood is 
to be celebrated in the diverse range of 
high-quality open spaces that support the 
adjoining built form uses, with places to 
dwell, gather and find open space respite. 

Built form activity and amenity

13. to improve the amenity of the Hawkesbury 
Road future developments will need to 
capitalise on 9 metre built form setbacks 
to deliver 40% tree canopy cover in existing 
and new trees as well as creating places 
to gather. Prepare guidelines and planning 
controls to give effect to this requirement.

Croydon High Street, UK. Hassell and We Made That 3. 

Objectives

This neighbourhood is defined by health, 
research, education and innovation facilities 
to the west and retail, commercial, residential 
uses to the east. This diversity of uses make 
Hawkesbury Road an active high street that 
adds place vibrancy and amenity to the Health 
Precinct. 

To meet the objectives of Hawkesbury Road, 
street improvements can be delivered through 
the retrofit of the existing road reserve and 
future design of adjoining development lots.

The revitalisation of this neighbourhood will 
maintain safe, 24-hour access to hospital 
facilities through clear sightlines, signage and 
wayfinding.    

Guidelines

Forested Ridgelines

1. provision of new tree planting within the 
road reserve, working within constraints of 
light rail and hospital infrastructure

2. target of interconnected urban tree canopy 
that provides 40% cover within setbacks 
of future development lots and adjoining 
open spaces

3. provision of additional green infrastructure 
for shade via a feature green arbour to the 
western verge, marking the entry into the 
Health Precinct.

Des Voeux Road Central Proposal, Hassell

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations

Alexandria streetscape, Sydney
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Section: Hawkesbury Road mixed use and health neighbourhood
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Setback Option 1: Active and commercial 
Retail cafe, restaurant, bar, office lobby

NEIGHBOURHOOD 1:  
MIXED USE AND HEALTH

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations

Building setbacks to enable built form activity 
and amenity

The adjacent plans illustrate a range of options 
for future development lot setbacks for the 
Hawkesbury Road mixed-use and health 
district. These setbacks will improve the 
amenity of Hawkesbury Road by capitalizing 
on 9 metres built form setbacks to deliver 
40% tree canopy cover in existing and new 
trees as well as creating places to gather. 
Guidelines and planning controls will need to 
be investigated and prepared to give effect to 
this requirement.
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Setback Option 2: Semi Active 
Office, lobby, showroom, business service

Setback Option 3: Residential 
Residential, home office, short stay accommodation
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 2:  
TOWN CENTRE

Open Space Amenity

4. creation of a new public plaza adjacent 
Westmead Station that contributes to the 
diversity of open spaces along Hawkesbury 
Road

5. under consideration is restricted access to 
Alexandra Avenue between Hawkesbury 
Road and Hassall Street to solely 
accommodate public transport, emergency 
vehicles and taxi services

6. revitalise the open space of Westmead 
Public School and explore the opportunity 
to include the amenity in the Cool Schools 
Program

7. investigate opportunities to increase 
planting and footpath widths to improve 
pedestrian amenity and school access.

Connected and permeable

8. improve safety and amenity of Westmead 
Public School connections including 
widened footpaths, safety fences and new 
bus stops

9. improve shade and amenity to Hawkesbury 
Road bridge link through the provision of 
2m minimum footpath, street trees and 
cycle connections. Where trees cannot be 
provided over bridge, a green arbour could 
be explored. 

Active transport links

10. support active cycle connections by 
retrofitting carriageways to allow for 
cyclists and provision of bicycle parking 
within open spaces

11. maintain and enhance connections to Light 
Rail, Rail, Metro, Bus and T-Way transport 
links.

Four Neighbourhoods

12. Hawkesbury Road to support the active 
built form uses in this area, by providing 
places for gathering, social interaction and 
sense of community. 

6. Built form activity and amenity

13. future developments to improve the 
amenity of the Hawkesbury Road by 
capitalizing on built form setbacks to 
deliver 60% tree canopy cover, as well as 
creating places to gather

14. future developments to enhance the 
experience of the high street experience 
with active ground floor uses such as food 
and beverage or retail.

Objectives

Westmead Town Centre is rapidly becoming a 
bustling transport interchange that connects 
existing rail and bus services with new Sydney 
West Metro and Westmead to Carlingford Light 
Rail. 

The Hawkesbury Road streetscape here will 
maintain its primary function as a point of 
connection, while delivering on the vision for a 
District in Nature. 

Guidelines

Forested Ridgelines

1. provision of new tree planting within the 
road reserve, working within constraints 
of bus services, school drop-off zones and 
Hawkesbury Road bridge

2. target of interconnected urban tree canopy 
that provides 40% cover within setbacks 
of future development lots and adjoining 
open spaces

3. provision of additional green infrastructure 
for shade via a feature green arbour over 
the bridge connection, marking the entry 
into the Health Precinct. 

Croydon High Street, London Western Sydney University, Westmead Campus Hills Showground Metro, Sydney

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 3:  
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Objectives

This zone of Hawkesbury Road is located 
between Mowie Street and Cotswold Street. 
The 400m strip acts as a local community hub, 
with adjacent uses including nursing home, 
local shops, St Barnabas Church and corner-
shop retail. 

The vision for this zone of Hawkesbury Road 
is for a safe, well-connected community 
destination, serviced by convenience retail 
and cultural uses. This can be achieved by 
retrofitting the existing carriageway to place 
priority on green infrastructure, pedestrian and 
cycle amenity.  

Guidelines

Forested Ridgelines

1. 40% cover within the streetscapes 
to achieve interconnected urban tree 
canopy. This can be achieved by planting 
trees in landscaped blisters between 
clusters of parking bays. Verges can also 
be reconfigured to allow for street tree 
planting adjacent kerb edges

2. relocate overhead powerlines below ground 
to allow for tall, connected, continuous tree 

canopies. This target contributes to the 
40% tree canopy target across the entire 
District

3. verges to be planted out in an attractive, 
biodverse, groundcover mix that supports 
Westmead ecology.  

Open Space Amenity

4. upgrade Oakes Centre open space to 
create a high-amenity, vibrant community 
hub

5. revitalise Allen Brieley Reserve to create 
a high-quality open space amenity that is 
attractive and biodiverse

6. expand publicly accessible open space 
amenity into community use lots, such as 
St Barnabas Church and Hebron Alliance 
Church. 

Connected and permeable

7. enhance north-south connections 
by extending verges and narrowing 
carriageways at intersections

8. improve east-west connections with the 
introduction of pedestrian crossings at key 
junctions.  

Active transport links

9. improve walkability of Hawkesbury Road 
by reconfiguring of verges to allow for 2m 
footpaths on eastern and western sides

10. support active transport with the 
introduction of bi-directional separated 
cycleway to the western verge.

Four Neighbourhoods

11. celebrate the unique built form character 
of Westmead’s Community Centre by 
retaining, protecting and enhancing 
landscape amenity to significant sites, 
such as St Barnabas Church. 

Built form activity and amenity

12. future developments to enhance the 
experience of the Community Centre, with 
active ground floor uses such as food and 
beverage or retail

13. private and community use open spaces to 
enhance local biodiversity with initiatives 
such as ‘Habitat Stepping Stones’ project. 

St Barnabas Church, Westmead Constitution Avenue CanberraBourke Street, Sydney

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 4:  
RESIDENTIAL

2.

Objectives

This section of Hawkesbury Road is the 
gateway into the Westmead from the Great 
Western Highway. 

The aim for the residential neighbourhood to 
celebrate the existing street character while 
enhancing biodiversity, connectedness and 
safety of Hawkesbury Road.  This can be 
achieved by improving green infrastructure 
pedestrian and cycle amenity.  

Guidelines

Forested Ridgelines

1. target of interconnected urban tree 
canopy that provides 40% cover within 
the streetscapes. This can be achieved 
by planting  trees in landscaped blisters 
between clusters of parking bays. Verges 
can also be reconfigured to allow for street 
tree planting adjacent kerb edges

2. relocate overhead power-lines below 
ground to allow for tall, connected, 
continuous tree canopies

3. verges to be planted out in an attractive, 
biodiverse, groundcover mix that supports 
Westmead ecology.  

Open Space Amenity

4. create a new Gateway entry into the 
Westmead Health & Innovation District 
within the landscape setback at Great 
Western Highway and Hawkesbury Road.  
The Gateway entry will protect, retain and 
celebrate the large cluster of existing trees 
that are of high retention value

5. revitalise Narang Reserve to create a 
high-quality open space amenity that is 
attractive and biodiverse

6. extend the vision for a District in nature 
into residential lots – planting out front 
yards in a biodiverse meadow for enhanced 
connection to nature.   

Connected and permeable

7. enhance north-south connections 
by extending verges and narrowing 
carriageways at intersections

8. improve east-west connections with the 
introduction of pedestrian crossings at key 
junctions. 

 
 
 

Active transport links

9. improve walkability of Hawkesbury Road 
by reconfiguring of verges to allow for 2m 
footpaths on eastern and western sides

10. support active transport with the 
introduction of bi-directional separated 
cycleway to the western verge.

Four Neighbourhoods

11. retain the character of the residential 
neighbourhood in the scale, materiality and 
built form. 

Built form activity and amenity

12. connect the local ecology into residential 
front yards and community use lots such 
as Cabrini Nursing Home, enhancing the 
biodiversity of with initiatives such as 
‘Habitat Stepping Stones’ project.

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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DESIGNING FOR 
FUTURE FLEXIBILITY

Objectives

The vision for Hawkesbury Road includes 
opportunities for additional public transport 
services to improve connections within the 
Westmead Health & Innovation District, GPOP 
and neighbouring centres. 

Additional links may include the provision of 
a new T-Way along Hawkesbury Road , south 
of Darcy Road, through to Great Western 
Highway. Future studies by Transport for NSW 
will determine the best placement of bus lanes. 
Adjacent section is indicative only. 

Provision of these additional public transport 
services would require review to ensure the 
public domain maintains the provision of 
walkable – cool, green and active streetscapes. 

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Section: Potential future condition 1 – T-Way
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WESTMEAD TOWN 
CENTRE
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WESTMEAD TOWN 
CENTRE
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SCOPE 

Summary
This study sets out a future vision for the Town 
Centre of Westmead. 

The scope of proposal includes: 

 Æ establish principles to deliver a Town Centre 
in Nature

 Æ integrate the future Sydney West Metro and 
existing Westmead Station into the public 
domain

 Æ establish principles for best practice transit 
orientated development

 Æ consider opportunities and provide 
recommendations for new public domain 
works to connect with other parts of the 
District and create an activated and vibrant 
public realm focussed around the transport 
interchange

 Æ consider future built form in the broader 
centre area, mix of uses (housing, 
commercial and retail typologies), 
connectivity and economic and cultural 
activation to create a centre identity and 
spaces for community use, workspaces  
and entertainment.

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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KEY MOVES
Transforming the Town Centre into a focal point for the District. 

Gateway
Create a gateway into the Health Precinct 
to the north and the mixed use residential 
neighbourhood to the south.  

Activity centre
Establish a Town Centre that supports 24-hour 
activity centre for Westmead through active 
built form uses and vibrant open spaces. 

Support greater activation along Hawkesbury 
Road connecting north and south Westmead.

Green infrastructure  
Streets and open spaces will be designed to be 
biodiverse, resilient and adaptable – aligning 
with the targets set within the Sydney Green 
Grid, City of Parramatta’s Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy and Parramatta Ways, 
Cumberland City Council Tree Strategy and 
Cumberland City Council Biodiversity Strategy.
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Westmead 
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Westmead 
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Integrated transport hub
The Town Centre is undergoing rapid 
transformation, becoming a major transport 
interchange with Sydney Trains, Carlingford to 
Westmead Light Rail, Transitway from north-
west Sydney and local bus services. 

Support an integrated transport hub with 
interchange between all services that is safe, 
equitable and legible. 

Meeting places and 
gathering points
The Town Centre sits at the high point of the 
Hawkesbury Road ridgeline. The new high line 
forms a spine to a collection of meeting places 
and gathering points. 

The Town Centre will include a new, inviting 
public open space that brings people together 
and encourages activation. 

Pedestrian comfort and 
safety
With changes to the built environment, the 
Westmead District will see significant growth 
in visitors.  

The Town Centre will provide comfortable, 
safe and seamless pedestrian movement 
north-south along Hawkesbury Road and to 
surrounding open spaces. 
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A GATEWAY INTO 
WESTMEAD

Westmead Public School, Innovation 
Quarter and Westmead Shopping Village.

A network of safe, permeable and legible 
connections

7. comfortable, safe and legible pedestrian/
cycle connections with upgraded crossings, 
footpaths and cycleways

8. creation of open space network that is 
connected and permeable. 

Highly connected to public transport

9. maintain and enhance connections to Light 
Rail, Rail, Metro, Bus and T-Way transport 
links.

Gathering points and active edges

10. gathering points at open spaces created in 
open space focus areas

11. active edges to built form assist in creating 
an 24-hour activity centre.  

Arrive under shaded canopy, immersed in the 
“western meadow”

1. provision of street tree planting
2. feature green arbour where tree canopies 

cannot be accommodated
3. western meadow within street verges and 

open spaces.

Dwell and pass through a collection of vibrant 
open spaces

4. creation of a diverse collection of new 
public open spaces

5. creation of key arrival plaza from Metro 
and Light Rail

6. enhance connections to public use 
buildings within the Town Centre including 

The public domain strategy envisages a revitalisation 
of the town centre to create a gateway into the Health 
Precinct to the north, and the mixed-use residential 
neighbourhood to the south.

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Pedestrian comfort and safety 

9. streetscapes: provide 3m (2m minimum) 
continuous footpaths along Hawkesbury 
Road

10. provide separated bi-directional cycleway.
11. midblock connection through new Town 

Square
12. Westmead Public School signalized 

crossings introduced and kerbside fencing 
retained

13. potential new pedestrian underpass link 
between Alexandra Avenue and Railway 
Parade.

Meeting and Gathering Points 

14. Westmead Station and Sydney Metro 
Station Plaza

15. pedestrian link from Hawkesbury Road, 
through Westmead Shopping Village to 
Ashley Lane

16. investigate opportunities to increase 
planting and footpath widths to improve 
pedestrian amenity and school access.

The Town Centre will be a vibrant, bustling 
gateway into Westmead. 

Green infrastructure

1. provision of new tree planting within the 
road reserve, working within constraints 
of bus services, school drop-off zones and 
Hawkesbury Road bridge

2. target of 40% tree canopy cover within 
setbacks of future development lots and 
new open spaces

3. provision of additional green infrastructure 
for shade via a feature green arbour over 
the bridge connection, marking the entry 
into the Health Precinct

4. inclusion of Westmead Public School in the 
Cool Schools and Habitat Stepping Stone 
program. 

Activity Centre 

5. active frontages to all streets and open 
spaces

6. Westmead Plaza will be a flexible, 
programmable community space.

Integrated transport hub 

7. bus services: bus stops relocated 
upper Alexandra Avenue for improved 
accessibility and connection to public 
transport services/ public open space

8. Kiss and ride/taxi services: to Railway 
Parade and Alexandra Avenue.

TOWN CENTRE
Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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CREEK TO PARK
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CREEK TO PARK
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SCOPE 

Summary
This study sets out a future vision that 
reimagines the Westmead Health & 
Innovation District as a District in Nature. 

The scope of proposal includes:

 Æ establish a vision for future pedestrian 
spines, linking Toongabbie Creek to Domain 
Creek and Parramatta Park

 Æ prepare a concept design proposal  for 
the primary green spine from Domain 
Creek, along Helen Street through to 
Toongabbie Creek.  
Concept design includes:

 Æ corridor widths
 Æ built form interfaces
 Æ new and revitalised public open spaces 
 Æ retrofitting of existing infrastructure 
 Æ integration of District’s public domain 
with Parramatta Park

 Æ opportunities for creating truth-telling 
and healing walk along waterways.

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Dragonfly Drive

Institute Avenue

Queens Road

TOONGABBIE CREEK +
TOONGABBIE CREEK PARK

Light Rail Stop  
and crossings Caroline Street
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A showcase of resilience of Country and people, this important 
park space should be considered as part of Toongabbie Creek, 
part of its natural water, ecological and habitat processes and 
function. This park also plays an important role in terms of water 
quality – a last line of defence before stormwater runoff is filtered 
and released into the creek channel.

A natural place, immersed in nature

Toongabbie Creek Park and Creek Walk aspires 
to create a park setting that draws people 
together from across the District, including 
workers from the Health Precinct, hospital 
patients, students, researchers, entrepreneurs, 
visitors and local residents to experience 
and explore the natural beauty, qualities and 
character of the creek setting.

Design and nature case study:  
Brooklyn Naval Cemetery

The entrance to the Naval Cemetery Landscape 
acts as threshold to a wildflower meadow 
and sacred grove, framed by an undulating 
boardwalk and lifted above the hallowed 
ground. This experience evokes the histories of 
settlement and cultivation, life and death, while 
slowing the heart rate and connecting visitors 
with the stories of the site. The wildflower 
meadow, with more than fifty species of native 

plants, offers much needed fodder for the 
pollinators critical to the ecological health of 
the region. The plantings will eventually drift 
across the site, creating new patterns and 
establishing a self-sustaining, ‘open-ended’ 
ecology intended to draw people, birds, moths 
and bees in a rich celebration of life.

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Legend 

1. 30m (min) VRZ
2. habitat re-creation – a biodiverse – a place 

of respite for all creatures
3. working with natural site topography  

– amphitheatres and subtle terracing
4. meandering paths and seating nooks
5. plaza to park connections 

– raised and paved crossing at Dragonfly 
– reduced width of carriageway

6. existing trees and habitat features retained and 
protected

7. design for flood resilience – giving the creek and 
its waters more space

8. active frontages addressing park edge.

Dragonfly Drive
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TO THE CONFLUENCE POINT

TOONGABBIE CREEK 
PARK AND CREEK 
WALK
 
A place of healing for all.

WORKING WITH NATURAL 
SITE TOPOGRAPHY – 
AMPHITHEATRES AND 
SUBTLE TERRACING

BIODIVERSE – A PLACE 
OF RESPITE FOR ALL 
CREATURES

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE 
PATHS SUPPORTING 
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE 
CONNECTIONS

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
TRUTH-TELLING AND SIGNAGE 
THAT IS REPRESENTATIVE OF 
COUNTRY

MEANDERING PATHS AND 
SEATING NOOKS
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TO MILSON PARK AND 
GREAT WEST WALK

DRAGONFLY DRIVE

DESIGN FOR FLOOD 
RESILIENCE – GIVING 
THE CREEK AND ITS 
WATERS MORE SPACE

AMONGST TREES 
– VERDANT AND 
SHADED SPACES FOR 
CONTEMPLATION AND 
RESPITE AND HEALING

FLEXIBLE OUTDOOR 
GATHERING SPACES

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 
CROSSINGS ENHANCING 
CREEK PERMEABILITY
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Concept visualisation: Toongabbie Creek – a continuous shared path for 
pedestrians and cyclists along the creek edge

TOONGABBIE CREEK WALK
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Eastern park edge

Mid-section

Toongabbie Creek Park 
115m

VRZ 
30m

VRZ 
30m

VRZ 
30m

Western park edge
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6m

Toongabbie Creek Park 
Park width varies – 110m (creek edge) – 65m (Dragonfly Drive)
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CENTRAL WATER 
PLAZA 

Objectives

A cooling, central oasis at the heart of the 
District – a vibrant civic space set within a lush 
urban garden. A meeting place and a point 
of convergence for people from across the 
District.

Strategic improvements

1. opportunity to include story telling about 
importance of water on Country

2. clear view corridor and connection to 
Park and Creek

3. paved crossing at Dragonfly Drive 
improving pedestrian amenity and safety 
while maintaining the vehicular access to 
health facilities

4. expand the plaza to meet surrounding 
edges

5. generous seating set beneath tree canopy
6. active frontages and outdoor dining zone.
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FIG PLACE

Objectives

 Æ celebration and protection of the existing 
landscape through the retention of the 
existing heritage fig

 Æ centre a new public plaza around the 
heritage fig  to create a small plaza for 
people to dwell within or pass through, 
designed to maintain the adjacent hospital 
vehicular circulation.

 

Strategic improvements

Active edges and clear building entries

1. street level activation
2. corner site engages with plaza
3. building entries clearly defined from plaza.

Unified groundplace

4. ‘left-over’ spaces and edges pulled together 
into one space improving pedestrian 
amenity and safety while maintaining the 
vehicular access to health facilities

5. 2-way vehicle movement tracks through 
the unified plaza

6. clear crossing points for pedestrians.
7. service entries maintained.
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CENTRAL WATER 
PLAZA AND FIG 
PLACE

TO THE CONFLUENCE POINT
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TO DARCY ROAD
DRAGONFLY DRIVE
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CENTRAL WATER 
PLAZA

Concept visualisation: Creek to Park – Westmead Water Plaza
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HELEN STREET
A series of streetscape improvements to improve the pedestrian connection 
to Parramatta Park

Retrofitting green infrastructure initiatives and urban 
greening, including street tree planting, biodiverse 
street gardens, upgrading green spaces as well as  
improving park connections and entrances. 

Helen Street Pocket Park Mid-block Alterations

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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HELEN STREET
A series of streetscape changes improving the pedestrian connection to the park

Helen Street Pocket Park
Objectives

 Æ revitalise existing Helen Street Pocket Park 
to an open space that contributes to the 
diverse collection of open spaces along 
Hawkesbury Road.

Strategic improvements

1. improvements to existing footpaths
2. garden beds planted with biodiverse 

species
3. new street furniture including seats, bins, 

bubblers and bicycle parking. 

Part 10: Detailed Area Investigations
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Carriageway narrowed, 
paved and raised to 
highlight pedestrian 

priority

Mid-block Alterations
Objectives

 Æ carriageway and intersection narrowed 
and footpaths expanded

 Æ street gardens planted with biodiverse 
species.

Plan: Proposed

Strategic improvements

1. provide paved, safe and level pedestrian 
crossings that extend footpaths and 
prioritise pedestrians

2. carriageway and intersection narrowed 
and footpaths expanded

3. expanded street verges planted with 
biodiverse tree and groundcover species.
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HELEN STREET
A series of streetscape changes improving the pedestrian connection to the park

Park Avenue and Park 
Entrance
Objectives

 Æ carriageway and intersection narrowed and 
footpaths expanded

 Æ paved threshold to highlight park entry and 
highlight crossing

 Æ street gardens planted with biodiverse 
species.

Strategic improvements

Park Avenue

1. planted swale to park edge, collecting 
run off from surrounding streets.

Improved park entry

2. paved path connection to park entry 
aligned with crossing

3. provide safe and level pedestrian crossings 
that extend footpaths and prioritise 
pedestrians

4. fences removed to create inviting park 
entry.

Changes to intersection

5. carriageway and intersection narrowed 
and footpaths expanded

6. street gardens planted with biodiverse 
species.
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